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Weather phenomena have long been objects of studies in atmospheric and climate science
research. Studies on weather phenomena incorporate meteorological data, climate model
simulations, and knowledge of physical processes of the Earth’s atmosphere. Understand-
ing of the developing mechanisms, life cycles, and spatiotemporal dependencies of these
phenomena requires accurately identifying them in space and time. Moreover, identifying
weather phenomena in large-scale climate model simulations is critical for advancing our
understanding of the Earth’s climate and risks of future extreme weather events.
The main goal of this thesis is to design and develop pattern recognition methods that
directly learn from examples of weather phenomena in climate data, rather than following
heuristic algorithms containing threshold requirements on physical variables. In particular,
we aim to classify and localise atmospheric river and blocking phenomena in global climate
simulations and reanalysis data.
In this thesis, we propose a novel pattern recognition method for identifying atmo-
spheric river phenomena in climate datasets. This method consists of topological data
analysis and machine learning methods. We demonstrate that the proposed method is
reliable, robust, and achieves high accuracy. Also, we test the method on a wide range of
spatial and temporal resolutions of global climate model outputs. We find that the method
achieves the highest classification accuracy for low-resolution climate model outputs.
Moreover, we propose a hierarchical pattern recognition method for identifying of at-
mospheric blocking phenomena in climate reanalysis products. This pattern recognition
method is based on deep convolutional neural networks. We demonstrate that the proposed
method accurately detects and localises atmospheric blocks in climate reanalysis data. We
also find that the method achieves higher accuracy for classification and lower estimation
error for localisation of blocking phenomena in regions of the Northern Hemisphere than
in regions of the Southern Hemisphere.
Research outcomes presented in this thesis show that the proposed pattern recognition
methods can be complementary tools to the existing identification methods of atmospheric
rivers and blocks in climate data. In addition to that, the proposed methods offer au-
tomatic post-processing, quantitative assessment of climate datasets, and can facilitate
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In this chapter, we provide an overview of the Earth’s changing climate and weather
phenomena (i.e., atmospheric rivers and atmospheric blocks) and the associated extreme
weather events. We also describe the identification of weather phenomena and the most
commonly used climate data representations. Next, we explain our motivation to study
weather phenomena (here, atmospheric rivers and blocks) that often lead to extreme
weather events. Furthermore, we formulate research questions on the identification of
weather phenomena in climate data, and we describe the contributions of this thesis. Fi-
nally, we indicate a part of the published research work that was adapted to this thesis,
and we outline the thesis structure.
1.1 Impact of Changing Climate on Weather Phenomena
The Earth’s climate changes because of its natural variability and external forcings (e.g.,
solar radiation). Since the start of the 20th century, changes in the climatological nor-
mal have been linked to anthropogenic-induced increases in greenhouse gases (i.a., carbon
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide) [5, 6, 7]. However, studies on rising concentrations
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere related to surface air temperature increases on the
Earth have been dated back to as early as the late 19th century. A well-known example is
Arrhenius’s studies [8]. In his work, he noted that the surface air temperature variability
could be significantly larger at the high latitudes of the globe because of an elevated level
of concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.
Moreover, the aforementioned studies take account of the fact that we distinguish five
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Figure 1.1: Diagram depicting the interactions of five major components of an idealised
climate system on the Earth. Red arrows indicate two-way interactions between each
component of the climate system.
major components of the Earth’s climate system (i.e., the atmosphere, the hydrosphere,
the lithosphere, the cryosphere, and the biosphere) that interact with one another (see
Figure 1.1). By way of example, variations in the atmospheric temperature influence ice
coverage, which in turn impact both the atmosphere and oceans. Another example is
changes in the sea-surface temperature that have substantial implications for the atmo-
sphere and weather phenomena in the middle latitudes of the globe [9].
The aforesaid process identified by Arrhenius [8] appears to be the first formal recogni-
tion of what has come to be a warming climate in the Earth’s polar regions. The continuous
increase of greenhouse gases emissions has accelerated warming in the Arctic more than in
the globe as a whole in the past few decades. Climate model simulations have been project-
ing widespread Arctic warming as the climate system response to increasing atmospheric
greenhouse gases concentrations for over thirty years [10, 11, 12]. A warming phenomenon
in the north polar region is called Arctic amplification that is an active research area [13].
The rapid heating of the Arctic may be causally linked to a change in the frequency and
intensity of atmospheric phenomena, for example, extreme weather events in mid-latitude
regions [14, 15].
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.2: A global image of the Earth showing the change of annual surface air tem-
peratures (◦C) over the 50 years, 1969-2018: (a) the equirectangular map projection of
the globe. (b) Left side: the polar orthographic map projection of the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Right side: the polar orthographic map projection of the Southern Hemisphere.
Note: grey areas signify missing data. Source: The National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies, http://data.giss.nasa.gov/
gistemp/maps/.
Furthermore, studies of observational records and global climate models indicate that
the Arctic has approximately warmed twice as much as the rest of the Northern Hemisphere
over the past fifty years [16] (see Figure 1.2 (a); the left side of Figure 1.2 (b)). Based on
coupled climate model projections, the Fifth Assessment Report of the Intergovernmen-
tal Panel on Climate Change estimates that large temperature variability in the Arctic
continues to increase as more greenhouse gases accumulate in the atmosphere [17]. The
Antarctic is the exception where warming over the Southern Hemisphere high latitudes
has been modest in comparison to the Arctic [18] (see the right side of Figure 1.2 (b)).
Sea ice loss accompanies rapid and widespread warming in the Arctic region [17]. A
greater area of the region becomes seasonally ice-free (i.e., low albedo) [19] and extra solar
radiation is absorbed during summers in vast extents of open-water of the Arctic Ocean.
The absorbed solar energy is transferred to the overlying atmosphere as heat [20]. Hence,
additional latent energy released to the atmosphere can impact the evolution of weather
phenomena in the Arctic and beyond.
Long-term climate simulation experiments suggests that warming in the Arctic causes
an increase in atmospheric water vapour content. Taking into account a well established
physical law (i.e., the Clausius-Clapeyron relation) that says for each one degree of Celsius
of warming, saturated air contains 6− 7% more water content [21]. Thus, warmer air can
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hold more moisture, which in turn can fuel more frequent and stronger weather phenom-
ena, for example, heavy precipitation in the lower latitudes of the globe [22].
Decades of studies of the global warming linked to the Arctic amplification indicate vari-
ations in atmospheric features, including the altering of large scale atmospheric circulation
patterns [23], shifting the winds of the jet stream [24], slower progression of planetary-scale
waves (i.e., Rossby waves) [25], and strengthening of some weather phenomena (e.g., at-
mospheric blocks [26]). In particular, the variations in weather phenomena can affect the
resulting weather extremes (e.g., droughts, heatwaves, floods) in the middle latitudes of
the globe [27].
Although changes in the Arctic influence the weather in the mid-latitudes, the mid-
latitude circulation can also impact the Arctic itself. For instance, it has been observed
that changes in the Arctic, such as the loss of sea ice cover, are linked to the poleward
transport of moisture from outside the high latitudes [28]. These intrusions of moist air
and heat fluxes are connected to weather phenomena, for instance, atmospheric rivers [29]
and atmospheric blocks that are connected with Rossby wave breaking events [30].
Through observed changes in the key atmospheric features, there is a need for extensive
studies on the bi-directional nature of Arctic amplification and the mid-latitude weather.
That also suggests that the development of the ability for studying the spatiotemporal
characteristics of weather phenomena under global warming is critical for advancing our
knowledge of the Earth’s changing climate, risk management, and informing governmental
policy decisions.
1.2 Weather Phenomena and Extreme Events
Weather phenomena have long been an object of studies because they can bring both a
severe risk and benefit to human beings [31] and the natural infrastructure [32]. The first
discussions explaining the natural causes of specific types of weather phenomena have been
started in ancient times [33]. Since that time, many scientists have made contributions to a
variety of studies from data collection of meteorological observations to theories explaining
the formation of weather phenomena. To give just one of many examples, contemporary
studies incorporate in situ data collected over many years and from short-term numerical
weather predictions to long-term climate modelling [34, 35, 36]. Also, the understanding
of the main components of the climate system plays an important role in characterising
dynamical processes in the atmosphere that can affect weather phenomena [37].
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Formally, weather phenomena are also known as weather systems. They are mainly
the result of complex dynamical processes happening in the lower atmosphere (i.e., the
troposphere), variations in the large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns, and forcing
from the sea-surface temperature. All weather phenomena vary on a range of timescales,
from minutes or hours to a week or months, and a spatial extent (e.g., from a few kilometres
to hundreds of kilometres). That is why the number of phenomena is large, and it is difficult
to cover all of them.
In this thesis, we follow one of the definitions of weather phenomena proposed by the
American Meteorological Society (AMS) [38]:“A typically transitory mesoscale to synoptic-
scale region of atmospheric conditions representing a disruption or disturbance of the mean
flow, most often used to describe areas of significant (but not necessarily severe or unusual)
weather”. However, the AMS definition is general and qualitative, it can be extended and
translated into a quantitative one.
From here on out, we focus on two specific weather phenomena, atmospheric rivers and
blocks, and we below provide their AMS definitions. We also describe extreme weather
events that are often associated with both phenomena.
1.2.1 Atmospheric River Phenomena
Atmospheric Rivers (ARs) are dynamic filamentary structures of highly concentrated water
vapour content in the atmosphere [39]. Figure 1.3 gives examples of an AR phenomenon
and a non-AR situation. It displays the total column integrated water vapour variable
(here, TMQ – the Total Mass Quantity of atmosphere water vapor content) in kgm−2.
AR phenomena can account for approximately 90% of poleward moisture transport and
latent heat outside of the tropics from low to middle latitudes to landmasses [40]. These
narrow synoptic-scale weather phenomena occupy approximately 10% of the available ge-
ographical longitude [41, 42]. ARs are usually formed over oceans and in the warm sectors
of extratropical cyclones [43].
The American Meteorological Society glossary proposes the following definition of ARs
[44]: “A long, narrow, and transient corridor of strong horizontal water vapor transport that
is typically associated with a low-level jet stream ahead of the cold front of an extratropical
cyclone. The water vapor in atmospheric rivers is supplied by tropical and/or extratropical
moisture sources. Atmospheric rivers frequently lead to heavy precipitation where they are




Figure 1.3: (a) An example of an atmospheric river (i.e., a continuous narrow structure
stretched from the Hawaiian Islands to the Pacific coast of North America); (b) An example
of a non atmospheric river phenomenon on the Pacific coast of North America. Shown is
the total column integrated water vapour variable (here, TMQ - the Total Mass Quantity
of atmosphere water vapor content) in kgm−2. The TMQ variable is from a simulation of
the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 at 100 km horizontal resolution [1].
izontal water vapor transport in the midlatitudes occurs primarily in atmospheric rivers
and is focused in the lower troposphere”. This AMS definition is the result of a consensus
on a qualitative definition of ARs by the climate science community [45].
In spite of the fact that ARs can lead to extreme events (e.g., heavy precipitation and
flooding or landslides) [46, 47], they also provide benefits to regions along mid-latitude
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western continental boundaries. They contribute substantially to mountain snowpacks
and provide 30 − 50% of annual water supply to the western continental regions [43, 46].
That is why ARs are so crucial in the global hydrological cycle. ARs presence mostly
supports hydrological balance in areas, such as North America (i.e. the western US) [48],
Europe (the Atlantic European coast) [49], the Andes in South America [50], and South
Africa [51]. Furthermore, the understanding of how ARs may change in a warmer climate
is essential for prediction of frequency and intensity of precipitation under different global
warming scenarios [52, 53].
1.2.2 Atmospheric Blocking Phenomena
Atmospheric blocks (ABs) are persistent and quasistationary phenomena that reverse west-
erly flow at middle latitudes for an extended time [54, 55]. It means that these synoptic-
scale weather phenomena can persist from days to several weeks [56]. Figure 1.4 shows
examples of an AB phenomenon and a non-AB situation. It also displays the wind speed
field in m s−1 at 250 hPa pressure level. ABs can lead to many kinds of extreme weather
events, such as heat waves [57], cold spells [58], droughts [59], and floods [60]. All these
extreme events frequently occur in the middle latitudes, and they can have disastrous im-
pacts on society [57], the natural infrastructure and the economy [61].
In the second half of the 20th century, many theoretical studies started looking for a
physics-based model of AB dynamic development that could account for its spatiotemporal
characteristics. Nevertheless, there is neither a theoretical model of ABs that can consti-
tute for all of its observational characteristics nor there is a commonly accepted structural
definition of these phenomena by the climate science community [62].
The American Meteorological Society glossary proposes the following definition of AB
phenomena [63]: “A blocking situation is attended by pronounced meridional flow in the
upper levels, often comprising one or more closed anticyclonic circulations at high latitudes
and cyclonic circulations at low latitudes (cut-off highs and cut-off lows). This anomalous
circulation pattern (the “block”) typically remains nearly stationary or moves slowly west-
ward, and persists for a week or more. Prolonged blocking in the Northern Hemisphere
occurs most frequently in the spring over the eastern North Atlantic and eastern North
Pacific regions”. The AMS definition is qualitative and provides general criteria for classi-
fying a flow pattern as a blocked one. But it is still common to use regional criteria based




Figure 1.4: (a) An example of atmospheric blocking (i.e., a high pressure pattern that
blocks and diverts the jet stream). Here, it is shown a particular example of the Omega
block that forms a shape resembling the Greek letter omega; (b) An example non atmo-
spheric blocking phenomenon that does not cause unusual changes in the normal flow of
the westerly winds; Shown is the wind speed field (ms−1) at 250hPa pressure level (i.e.,
the elevation) from a simulation of the Global Forecast System produced by the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction. Source: The US National Weather Service data
visualised by http://earth.nullschool.net.
Since AB phenomena affect the weather of large parts of the mid-latitudes, they have
progressively emerged as a key weather system to measure the ability of atmospheric mod-
els to forecast the weather. At many weather and climate forecast centres, ABs constitute
an ideal benchmark to evaluate the ability of numerical models to forecast weather from
short-term to long-term ranges and to represent the current climate [62].
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1.2.3 Extreme Weather Events
Extreme weather events are usually caused by abnormal atmospheric phenomena and are
also a natural part of the climate system. They often lead to high-impact weather events,
such as heat waves [64], droughts [59], heavy precipitation [65], floods [60], cold spells [66],
and low-quality air conditions [67]. As there is a long list of extreme weather events, the
number of their definitions is vast. Furthermore, it is known that what is considered as an
extreme event is always based on previous experience. The extensive review of all extreme
events is out of the scope of this thesis.
In this thesis, we consider the most general definition of extreme weather events pro-
posed by glossary of the Fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) [68]: “An extreme weather event is an event that is rare at a particular
place and time of year. Definitions of rare vary, but an extreme weather event would nor-
mally be as rare as or rarer than the 10th or 90th percentile of a probability density function
estimated from observations. By definition, the characteristics of what is called extreme
weather may vary from place to place in an absolute sense”. Because of the nature of these
events, some researchers often relax the definition of weather extremes. The relaxation
usually allows climate scientists to add the level of intensity and temporal information to
the definition. That can be used to define extreme climate events. The IPCC glossary pro-
poses the following definition of extreme climate events [68]: “When a pattern of extreme
weather persists for some time, such as a season, it may be classed as an extreme climate
event, especially if it yields an average or total that is itself extreme (e.g., drought or heavy
rainfall over a season)”.
1.3 Identification of Weather Phenomena in Climate Data
The identification of weather phenomena is fundamental to studies of atmospheric con-
ditions in meteorology, atmospheric science, and climate science [69, 70]. First attempts
at finding weather phenomena investigated observational data (often heterogeneous data
[71, 72]) and ad hoc visual inspections by individuals, thus were limited in scope. How-
ever, the situation was transformed by the revolution of numerical weather predictions [34]
and climate modelling [35, 36]. Furthermore, the process of climate data collection has
been improved through the established global observational systems, remote sensing, and
increased computational power [73, 74]. Nowadays, computational advancements allow
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Figure 1.5: The scheme illustrates an example of a pattern recognition system for identify-
ing weather phenomena (e.g., atmospheric rivers). The system takes input climate data or
fields (i.e., physical variables laid out on the regular grid) at particular time steps T1 . . . TN ,
where N is the number of time steps (e.g., three hourly). Then, the pattern recognition
system performs a recognition task on the input data. Next, the system outputs a category
or a class of particular phenomena (e.g., atmospheric rivers (ARs) and non-atmospheric
rivers (non-ARs)) and a location of the phenomena on the globe. The location can be
segmentation masks (i.e., binary masks) or bounding boxes containing instances of specific
phenomena.
researchers to process a deluge of data that can be assimilated into numerical weather
predictions, and complex modelling of the Earth’s climate system [75, 76].
Over the years, there has been a growth in the number of methods used to identify
weather phenomena, such as tropical cyclones [77], hurricanes [78], atmospheric fronts [79],
atmospheric blocks [80], and atmospheric rivers [2]. By far the best illustration of this is
a typical pattern recognition system that is built from weather identification methods, as
shown in Figure 1.5.
In the last few years, there has been growing attention to uncertainty in weather
phenomenon detection methods. That may impact our understanding of future climate
changes. For this reason, a few inter-comparison projects have been created to assess the
uncertainty through collaborative experiments, for example, the Intercomparison of Mid-
Latitude Storm Diagnostics (IMILAST) [77] and the Atmospheric River Tracking Method
Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) [81]. That uncertainty arises because there do not
exist complete theoretical and quantitative definitions of weather phenomena, for instance,
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atmospheric blocks [62]. In order to do quantitative research related to these weather phe-
nomena, the climate science community has had to form detection methods to recognise
specific phenomena independently. That is why most of the existing detection methods in
the literature are predominantly heuristic [82]. In other words, these methods consist of a
set of rules used to isolate specific weather phenomena in climate fields.
In atmospheric science, meteorology, and climate science research, one can distinguish
three main categories of climate data representation: model simulation outputs, observa-
tional datasets (e.g., satellite images and weather network stations), and reanalysis prod-
ucts (i.e., generated by combining climate models with observations). Climate models are
based on the fundamental laws of physics governing the climate system. They can produce
dynamic, chaotic behaviour that is characteristic of the climate system. Moreover, climate
models produce long-term climate studies of the Earth’s atmosphere [35, 83]. Climate
reanalysis products are hybrid model-observation based datasets. They are produced by
advanced data assimilation methods applied to observational data [75, 76]. The observa-
tions are assimilated into highly constrained climate model simulations. The reanalysis
is a comprehensive historical record of the Earth’s climate and provides a reliable way to
monitor how fast it changes.
Both climate models and reanalysis products often come in the form of fields that are
laid out on the regular grid. They are are sampled at daily or hourly time steps (e.g.,
3-hourly and 6-hourly resolution). The typical horizontal resolutions are approximately at
25 km, 50 km, and 100 km (i.e., thousands of grid points), and the data are sampled at
many pressure levels (e.g., 60 elevations).
1.4 Motivation
This thesis is at the intersection of computer science and climate science research. Our
motivation for studying weather phenomena is two-fold.
Firstly, we consider this study from the point of view of research on climate science.
An investigation of the climatological statistics of atmospheric rivers (ARs) and atmo-
spheric blocks (ABs) can provide an understanding of how these phenomena may vary
under various climate change scenarios. Because both ARs and ABs play an important
role in the middle latitude climate and weather, it is critical to produce and analyse the
statistics, such as the frequency, location, and intensity of these phenomena. Furthermore,
such valuable statistical information may be useful for the general public, policymakers,
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and stakeholders for risk assessment of extreme events.
Secondly, we motivate our study from the computer science perspective and the need
for new data analysis methods for climate science applications. Climate model simulations
are one of the primary means for understanding the past climate and making climate pre-
dictions. Over the decades of climate modelling research, the models have become more
complex and produce an ever-increasing amount of data from simulations or reanalysis
products. The produced large datasets demand post-processing and quantitative analyses.
A manual identification of weather phenomena (e.g., ABs and ARs) is a labour-intensive
process requiring analysis of thousands of individual snapshots of climate model simula-
tions. That provides a strong motivation for developing accurate, fully automated methods
when considering the analysis of large climate datasets.
1.5 Research Questions and Contributions
This section considers the research questions that this thesis seeks to answer and itemises
the main contributions of the work.
1.5.1 Research Questions
In this thesis, we present three research questions, each question consists of three subques-
tions. In particular, each research question is related to the identification task of weather
phenomena in global climate datasets and the effectiveness of proposed weather pattern
recognition methods. We focus on identifying Atmospheric River (AR) and Atmospheric
Block (AB) phenomena, and we formulate the following research questions:
1. Can pattern recognition methods automatically discover regularities in raw climate
data to identify AR and AB phenomena? (RQ1)
a) Do pattern recognition methods based on machine learning models facilitate the
characterisation of weather phenomena? (RQ1.a)
b) To what extent can pattern recognition methods replace weather phenomenon
identification methods? (RQ1.b)
c) Can machine learning models provide the climatological statistics of weather
phenomena from global climate model outputs? (RQ1.c)
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2. Is it possible to detect ARs by extracting high-level representations of AR phenomena
from climate data? (RQ2)
a) How topological features of ARs can contribute to the characterisation of the
structure of ARs? (RQ2.a)
b) Do machine learning models benefit from topological features to learn high-level
representations of ARs from climate model outputs? (RQ2.b)
c) Are AR pattern recognition methods sensitive to changes in spatiotemporal
resolution of climate model simulation outputs? (RQ2.c)
3. Is it possible to detect ABs by learning high-level representations of AB phenomena
from multivariate and high-dimensional climate reanalysis data? (RQ3)
a) Can deep learning models automatically extract high-level representations of
ABs to detect these phenomena in climate reanalysis products? (RQ3.a)
b) Is it possible to predict the localisation and geometric properties of ABs in
climate reanalysis data? (RQ3.b)
c) To what extent can the depth of deep learning architectures contribute to the AB
detection performance in various geographical regions over the globe? (RQ3.c)
1.5.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• We show that the proposed weather pattern recognition methods can be complemen-
tary to heuristic identification methods of weather phenomena when a vast amount
of labelled climate data is available (RQ1.a).
• We demonstrate that machine learning models can learn the informative charac-
terisation of weather phenomena that is reflected in high recognition performance
(RQ1.b).
• We show that machine learning models can accurately compute the climatological
statistics of weather phenomena from global climate model outputs and reanalysis
products (RQ1.c).
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• We are first to quantitatively demonstrate that topological features of ARs can con-
tribute to the characterisation of the structure of ARs. We also show that machine
learning models benefit from topological features in learning a high-level representa-
tion of ARs from climate simulation outputs (RQ2.a, RQ2.b).
• We carry out computational experiments that show that AR recognition methods’
performance is sensitive to changes in spatiotemporal resolution of climate model
simulation outputs (RQ2.c).
• We are the first to find that deep learning models can automatically extract high-
level representations of ABs from data and then detect ABs in climate reanalysis
products. Moreover, we show that it is possible to accurately predict the localisation
and geometric properties of ABs (RQ3.a, RQ3.b).
• We carry out analyses that demonstrate that the detection performance of ABs sig-
nificantly increases when using deep CNN architectures, while the estimation error
of the phenomena localisation significantly decreases for the shallow ones. Also,
the proposed CNN architectures tend to achieve higher performances for detecting
and localising of ABs in regions of the Northern Hemisphere than in regions of the
Southern Hemisphere (RQ3.c).
These contributions were published in peer-reviewed scientific journals and peer-reviewed
conference proceedings (see Subsection 1.6), and involved collaboration, including joint
work with: Dr Prabhat Ram (NERSC, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA), Dr
Karthik Kashinath (NERSC, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA), Dr Dmitriy
Morozov (CRD, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA), Dr Jan Balewski (NERSC,
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA), Dr Christine Shields (Climate and Global
Dynamics Division, NCAR, USA), Dr Jonathan Rutz (National Weather Service Western
Region Headquarters, NOAA, USA).
1.6 Co-Authored Papers
This thesis is written based on the following co-authored publications in peer-reviewed
scientific journals and conference proceedings. The content of Chapter 3 has been published
in the following journals and conference proceedings:
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• Muszynski, G., Kashinath, K., Kurlin, V., Wehner, M., Prabhat. “Topological
data analysis and machine learning for recognizing atmospheric river patterns in
large climate datasets.”. Geoscientific Model Development, 2019 [1].
• Muszynski, G., Kurlin, V., Morozov, D., Wehner, M., Kashinath, K., Prabhat.
“Topological Methods for Pattern Detection in Climate Data”, Big Earth Data Ana-
lytics in Earth, Atmospheric and Ocean Sciences, AGU Books Wiley, 2020 (in press)
[84].
• Shields, C. A., Rutz, J. J., Leung, L.-Y., Ralph, F. M., Wehner, M., Kawzenuk,
B., Lora, J. M., McClenny, E., Osborne, T., Payne, A. E., Ullrich, P., Gershunov,
A., Goldenson, N., Guan, B., Qian, Y., Ramos, A. M., Sarangi, C., Sellars, S.,
Gorodetskaya, I., Kashinath, K., Kurlin, V., Mahoney, K., Muszynski, G., Pierce,
R., Subramanian, A. C., Tome, R., Waliser, D., Walton, D., Wick, G., Wilson,
A., Lavers, D., Prabhat, Collow, A., Krishnan, H., Magnusdottir, G., Nguyen, P.
“Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP): project
goals and experimental design.”, Geoscientific Model Development, 2018 [85].
• Rutz, J. J., Shields, C. A., Lora, J. M., Payne, A. E., Guan, B., Ullrich, P., O’Brien,
T., Leung, L. R., Ralph, F. M., Wehner, M., Brands, S., Collow, A., Goldenson, N.,
Gorodetskaya, I., Griffith, H., Kashinath, K., Kawzenuk, B., Krishnan, H., Kurlin,
V., Lavers, D., Magnusdottir, G., Mahoney, K., McClenny, K., Muszynski, G.,
Nguyen, P. D., Prabhat, Qian, Y., Ramos, A. M., Sarangi, Ch., Sellars, S., Shulgina,
T., Tome, R., Waliser, D., Walton, D., Wick, G., Wilson, A. M., Viale, M. “The
atmospheric river tracking method intercomparison project (ARTMIP): quantifying
uncertainties in atmospheric river climatology.”, Journal of Geophysical Research:
Atmospheres, 2020 [3].
The content of Chapter 4 has been published in conference proceedings:
• Muszynski, G., Prabhat, Balewski, J., Kashinath, K., Wehner, M. and Kurlin,
V. “Atmospheric Blocking Pattern Recognition in Global Climate Model Simulation
Data.”, Proceedings of the 25th International Conference on Pattern Recognition
(ICPR), Milan, Italy, IEEE, 2021 [4].
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1.7 Thesis Structure
The outline of the rest of this thesis is, as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a literature review and related work.
• Chapter 3 describes a project on AR recognition problem, results, and discussions.
• Chapter 4 describes a project on AB recognition problem, results, and discussions.
• Chapter 5 concludes the thesis and presents lessons learnt, response to the research
questions, and future work.
Chapter 2
State of the Art in Weather
Pattern Recognition
In this chapter, we review related work on pattern recognition for weather phenomena in
climate data and describe the existing methods for identifying atmospheric rivers and at-
mospheric blocks. We also outline differences and similarities between the existing methods
that have been developed by the climate science community. That is followed by examples
of newly applied machine learning and deep learning detection methods to weather pattern
recognition problems. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the existing research on pattern
recognition for weather phenomena in climate data.
2.1 Weather Pattern Recognition in Climate Science
Recognizing patterns of weather phenomena in climate data has progressively emerged as
one of the most active research areas in climate science over the last decade. Pattern
recognition of weather phenomena aims at automatically identifying a wide range of atmo-
spheric conditions (i.e., objects or contours) in climate data (i.e., images and fields from
climate model outputs). With the advent of computer technology and the development of
new image processing techniques, some of the first fully automated identification methods
have been developed to perform detection of weather phenomena, such as tropical cyclones
[86, 87], extratropical cyclones [88, 89], weather fronts [90, 91], and the jet stream [92, 93].
These pioneering studies showed the great potential of pattern recognition methods in
identifying weather phenomena for the following reasons [69]:
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• The development of automated identification methods eliminates human subjectivity
from the computations and detection procedures;
• Automated identification methods can be applied to global climate datasets and to
determine the number of occurrences of specific weather phenomena (i.e., their spatial
distributions);
• These methods can be used in validating specific aspects of climate simulations, for
instance, the ability of climate models to characterise features or physical structure
of weather phenomena;
• Pattern recognition methods can provide new insights into the understanding of
weather phenomena under consideration by the automatic discovery of regularities
in data.
For example, it has been observed that advances in the development of pattern recognition
methods helped substantially discover the linkage between cyclones and fronts and extreme
precipitation [64, 94, 95].
In general, weather phenomenon identification methods are based on the Eulerian fea-
ture diagnostics (i.e., condition-based algorithms) and the Lagrangian flow feature trajec-
tory techniques (i.e., tracking-based algorithms) [82, 96]. The Eulerian diagnostics use
typically two-dimensional input fields from climate model outputs. The diagnostics iden-
tify specific weather phenomena through the application of one, or, a couple of thresholds,
and geometric criteria to the climate fields. The Lagrangian techniques often use three-
dimensional fields from climate model outputs (i.e., the two-dimensional climate fields, plus
the time axis) as an input. The techniques calculate flow feature trajectories, and then
they apply selection criteria to identify the desired weather phenomena. The Eulerian and
Lagrangian-based methods yield a two or three-dimensional binary mask with the value
one at grid points that meet the condition or the criteria, and the value zero at grid points
that do not.
Most existing weather phenomenon identification methods are engineered heuristics
based on human expertise and domain knowledge. That means that specific threshold
conditions, or criteria, used to define certain atmospheric phenomena are imposed on the
Eulerian and Lagrangian algorithms, which are the core of the methods. The threshold
conditions are often observationally derived values from satellite data or aircraft recon-
naissance. Different identification methods are built upon various hard constraints on
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thresholds of relevant physical variables or fields, such as surface pressure, temperature,
and wind speed. For all these reasons, designing an objective identification method is a
difficult task. It requires setting up various sets of thresholds or criteria to characterise
weather phenomena that are hard to be justified. That is why there have been a few cli-
mate science community efforts to intercompare different identification methods of weather
phenomena, for example, a project on extratropical cyclones diagnostics—the Intercom-
parison of Mid-Latitude Storm Diagnostics (IMILAST) [77]. Moreover, it often happens
that weather phenomena neither have a unique theoretical model nor have a clear empiri-
cal definition that is universally accepted by the climate science community. For instance,
weather phenomena can have various spatial structures or shapes that depend on a specific
geographic location on the globe and the seasonality.
There are many ongoing efforts to search for alternative pattern recognition methods
for weather phenomena other than conventional identification methods based on threshold
conditions. These methods include the discovery of coherent structures in spatiotempo-
ral data [97], a supervised and semi-supervised machine learning methods along with deep
learning techniques [98, 99, 100]. The alternative methods by their inherent design circum-
vent a critical selection of suitable thresholds of different physical variables to characterise
weather phenomena. For example, deep learning-based methods can learn robust repre-
sentations of images from raw pixels, outperforming handcrafted features [101]. Despite
deep learning success in the computer vision field, the adoption of deep neural networks in
climate science research is still unexplored.
2.2 Atmospheric River Pattern Recognition Methods
Atmospheric River (AR) phenomena have been first introduced in the scientific literature
by Newell et al. [39]. In that research work, the phenomena were called “rivers”, because
they are long and narrow streams of moisture moving at high speeds in the lower tropo-
sphere. Moreover, some ARs are capable of carrying as much water as the Amazon river.
However, the term “Atmospheric River” has been first proposed by Zhu et al. [41]. Those
pioneering studies of Newell and Zhu examined a daily global tropospheric water vapour
flux values or Integrated Water Vapour Transport (IVT) to indicate the presence of these
weather phenomena in global observational datasets.
In the decades since the seminal work of Newell and Zhu, many researchers were seek-
ing to improve the understanding of ARs and their role in climate and weather. A first
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identification method has been developed by the same authors of the earlier studies [42].
In order to detect ARs, the method uses the key characteristic of AR phenomena that is
the magnitude of the moisture fluxes in the troposphere. Nevertheless, the authors’ ap-
proach was revolutionary; the moisture flux was difficult to observe directly. Hence, many
complementary methods have been developed to detect ARs in various meteorological and
climate datasets over the past two decades.
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2 summarise selected previous studies on AR identification meth-
ods on climate datasets, such as climate model outputs, reanalysis products, and obser-
vational data. The listed studies are examples of most representative AR identification
methods in use by the climate community. It is difficult to describe each approach in
detail; that is why we group methods concerning a temporal criterion. Table 2.1 lists
condition-based methods that are independent of a time dimension. They identify ARs in
single time slices of spatial climate fields where specific conditions are met in the Eulerian
sense. On the other hand, Table 2.2 shows tracking-based methods that are dependent
on the time dimension. These methods detect ARs and follow the phenomena in time
and space in the Lagrangian sense. Each study (i.e., Authors columns) is listed by row
and refers to an individual or group who developed the method. Methods identifiers (i.e.,
Method ID) are used in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The Threshold requirements in the
third columns refer to a choice of either the absolute threshold or the relative threshold
that must be satisfied by objects to be identified as AR phenomena. The last column (i.e.,
Region) refers to whether or not a method detects ARs globally or locally in climate data.
The first major difference between methods is in how to choose a characteristic variable
of ARs on which to perform thresholding. It is usually a choice between Integrated Water
Vapour (IWV) and IVT. IWV is one of the most important variables in use because of the
pioneering study of Ralph et al. [43]. This variable is readily available from satellite data
and aircraft observations over the oceans. Nowadays, many methods have been shifting
toward IVT that is a product of on zonal and meridional wind data, and specific humidity
variables [109]. Furthermore, IVT allows to do AR analysis over the land and to predict
high-impact hydrological events [123] where IWV may not be available.
Another major area where methods differ is whether the threshold can be absolute (i.e.,
held constant), or be relative (i.e., changing as a function of, for example, location). A
wide range of AR identification methods follow studies of Ralph et al. [43] and Rutz et al.
[109] that use an absolute threshold value (i.e., observationally derived value from satellite
data and aircraft reconnaissance) to detect ARs [81, 103, 107, 110, 112, 114, 115, 116, 120].

















Guan and Waliser [104] (C3) Relative IVT and Absolute IVT Global





Mundhenk et al. [106] (C5) Relative IVT Global




Lavers et al. [108] (C7) Relative IWV
Atlantic Coast
of Europe
Rutz et al. [109] (C8) Absolute IVT Global










Prabhat et al. [111, 112] (C11) Absolute IWV Global
Liu et al. [113] (C12) No thresholds Global
Table 2.1: The table lists previous studies on condition-based identification methods of at-






Sellars et al. [114] (T1) Absolute IVT Global
Zhu et al. [42] (T2) Relative IVT Global
Gershunov et al. [115] (T3) Absolute IWV
Pacific Coast of
North America
Leung and Qian [116] (T4) Absolute IVT
Pacific Coast of
North America
Payne et al. [117, 118] (T5) Relative IVT and Absolute IWV
Pacific Coast of
North America





Ullrich et al. [120] (T7) Absolute IVT Global
Huang et al. [121] (T8) Relative IVT
Pacific Coast of
North America
Racah et al. [122] (T9) No thresholds Global
Mudigonda et al. [100] (T10) No thresholds Global
Table 2.2: The table lists previous work on track-based identification methods of atmo-
spheric rivers. IVT is integrated water vapour transport, and IWV stands for integrated
water vapour column.
The threshold value observed in these studies is an IWV value ≥ 20 kg m−2 or IVT value
≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1. Other methods use a relative threshold value based on a statistical ap-
proach and anomaly analysis [81, 105, 106, 108, 110, 119, 121]. For example, the approach
proposed by Lavers et al. [108] utilises an IVT value ≥ the 85th percentile of seasonal
or climatological IVT. A few methods take further steps and employ both the absolute
thresholds and relative thresholds [102, 104, 117, 118].
Another set of methods is based on modern pattern recognition approaches, such as
machine learning methods, including deep learning neural networks [101]. Deep neural net-
works, especially deep convolutional neural networks, have achieved state-of-the-art results
in image classification tasks on many benchmark image datasets (e.g., ImageNet [124]) in
recent years. The advantage of this set of methods is that they can identify ARs as spatial
objects without relying on threshold requirements of IWV and IVT variables to charac-
terise ARs. Those methods use statistical learning algorithms that automatically extract
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high-level representations of AR phenomena from climate data and assign example (e.g.,
a cropped patch of climate field) to AR category or the other one (i.e., a non AR).
Liu et al. [113] were first to demonstrate that deep convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) architecture could be successfully applied to predict the class label for AR phe-
nomena. In that work, the authors performed the binary classification task on centred,
cropped patches from two-dimensional and single time slices of IWV fields. Moreover,
Mudigonda et el. [100] employed CNNs to a supervised segmentation task of ARs in cli-
mate model outputs. The authors applied the state-of-the-art CNN architecture, called
Tiramisu [125], to semantic segmentation of climate model fields to classify every grid point
in a field as a member of one of three classes (i.e., ARs, tropical cyclones, and background).
The Tiramisu architecture is based on Densely Connected Convolutional Neural Networks
(DenseNets) used for image classification task [126]. In that study, cropped patches from
two-dimensional and single time slices of IWV fields were used as the input for the CNN
architecture. Furthermore, Racah et al. [99] proposed a novel multichannel spatiotempo-
ral CNN architecture for semi-supervised bounding box prediction of AR phenomena in
climate model output. The authors applied the architecture for a multi-class detection and
localisation of four weather phenomena: ARs, tropical cyclones, extra-tropical cyclones,
and tropical depressions. The CNN architecture is based on a deep auto-encoding CNN
architecture for bounding-box regression task (i.e., a bounding box location and the size,
class associated with the bounding box, and the confidence level of the bounding box). In
this study, it was demonstrated that the use of three-dimensional CNN encoder-decoder
architecture could perform better than their two-dimensional counterparts. The input
for the CNN architecture was the global multichannel climate model output (i.e., height,
width, time), including IWV fields. The fields were split into a grid of square boxes.
As we can see in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, the methods detect AR phenomena over
specified regions of interest and on the global scale. Those methods that identify ARs
over certain regions mostly focus on the Pacific coast of North America region and the
Atlantic coast of the European region, for instance, [43, 81, 102, 103, 105, 107, 108, 115,
116, 119, 121]. There are also a couple of methods that detect ARs on the whole globe
[99, 100, 104, 106, 109, 112, 113, 114, 120, 127]. Up until this point, there are only two
methods that uniquely study the Atlantic coast of North Africa and South Africa [102, 119].
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2.3 Atmospheric Blocking Pattern Recognition Methods
Atmospheric Block (AB) phenomena were first introduced in the scientific literature by
Garriott in 1904 [128]. Nevertheless, the interest around ABs has been aroused with the
pioneering observational studies of Berggren et al. [129], Rossby [56], and Rex [54, 55] in
the middle of the last century. In particular, the authors of these studies were the first to
propose theories accounting for the dynamics of AB onset, maintenance, and decay. They
also introduced the term “Atmospheric Blocking” or “Blocking Action” for the phenomena.
Because ABs are a resilient obstruction of the normal west-to-east atmospheric circulation
in the middle latitudes of both hemispheres. In other words, ABs are able to block and
temporally redirect the jet stream that has a pronounced effect on middle latitude weather
and climate [130].
The pioneering work of Berggren, Rossby, and Rex have been the inspiration for nu-
merous observational and theoretical studies on ABs [131]. For example, some of the
theoretical studies were considering the formation of ABs and attempting to provide a
universally accepted structural definition of these phenomena [132, 133, 134]. Many of
the observational studies have been devoted to developing approaches that can be used
to investigate the geographical distribution of ABs observational statistics. However, the
lack of a universal AB phenomenon definition is illustrated by the variety of identification
methods developed over decades.
Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 summarise selected previous studies on visual inspection proce-
dures of ABs and objective identification methods of these phenomena, respectively. The
studies were conducted on climate datasets, such as observational data, climate model out-
puts, and reanalysis products. The listed studies are examples of the most representative
approaches of identifying ABs, but these are not exhaustive lists of approaches in use by
the climate science community. Each study (i.e., Authors column) is listed by row and
refers to an individual or group who developed the approach or method. The Variable
requirements in the second column refers to the choice of physical variable or data collec-
tion (e.g., geopotential height). The third column (i.e., Criteria) contains information on
whether the authors followed specific criteria to characterise AB phenomena in developing
their inspection procedure. The last column (i.e., Region) refers to whether or not the pro-
cedure was developed for regions in the Northern Hemisphere or the Southern Hemisphere.
Furthermore, Table 2.4 lists objective identification methods that employ a combination
of the Eulerian diagnostics and Lagrangian tracking techniques. In that table, the Type of







































































Table 2.3: The summary of previous studies on visual identification procedures of atmo-
spheric blocking phenomena.
method refers to whether the method was applied to a single time-varying central latitude
(1D) or the full latitude-longitude (2D) range.
Since the seminal studies of Rossby [56] and Rex [54, 55], many researchers have sought
to improve the scientific understanding of ABs role in climate and find a suitable approach
for identification of those phenomena. The major difference between approaches is in
whether to perform a visual inspection of synoptic weather maps in order to investigate
examples of ABs or apply an objective method for identifying the phenomena. The first
attempts of the climate science community have been concerned with visual inspection
techniques of flow field patterns (i.e., synoptic weather maps) to indicate the presence of


































































Table 2.4: The summary of previous studies on objective identification methods of AB
phenomena.
the weather maps that often consist of the plotted daily or monthly geopotential height
and mean sea level pressure data.
Elliott and Smith [135] were the first to propose a way of visually inspecting historical
weather maps in order to indicate the presence of ABs. In their work, they computed sur-
face pressure anomalies from the climatological mean. Then, they used local geopotential
height maxima (i.e., the anomalies exceeding a given threshold for a particular time) to in-
dicate the presence of ABs. Moreover, the series of seminal works of Rex [54, 55] describes
the well-established criteria to make the inspection procedure as objective as possible. In
his works, Rex defined the following five criteria that synoptic situations with pressure
patterns should have in order to be identified as ABs:
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• The westerly stream splits into two separate branches and each branch transports
significant atmospheric mass;
• This double-stream structure extends for at least 45 degrees of longitude;
• There is a sharp transition from zonal flow upstream to meridional flow downstream
of the stream split;
• The above pattern persists for at least ten days.
Since Rex’s publications, there has been an increasing interest in using his criteria in
visual inspection procedures. White and Clark [136] used the altered version of Rex’s cri-
teria, which they applied to monthly mean synoptic weather maps. They used monthly
mean geopotential height and mean sea level pressure to determine if AB phenomena were
present for enough time to dominate the monthly mean pressure pattern. Treidl et al.
[138] also modified Rex’s criteria. They were able to indicate ABs if the surface pressure
had northward spatial extent and the half of minimum duration established by Rex. How-
ever, Austin [137] used the same criteria as Rex proposed in his studies and investigated
geopotential height and mean sea level pressure data to indicate AB situations. The main
difference is that he focused on the role of planetary waves (i.e., wave numbers) in the
presence of AB phenomena. Other research works, such as Dole [139] and Charney et al.
[140], investigated whether particular statistical approaches could be useful in identifying
ABs by inspecting the persistence of anomalies associated with blocking phenomena.
A common feature of all above studies is that they were carried out for sectors in the
Northern Hemisphere. The first study of AB phenomena in the Southern Hemisphere was
made by van Loon [141]. In the study, the author also used synoptic weather maps to
determine the presence of ABs. Nevertheless, the blocking analysis was limited in scope
because of data available for that region. Taljaard [142] and Wright [143] were the first
to show notable frequency statistics of ABs in the Southern Hemisphere. In their research
works, they used the same kind criteria to identify ABs as those criteria set down by Rex.
Visual identification procedures often lead different researchers to potentially incon-
clusive results [139, 140]. That is why much effort has been spent in the last 40 years to
develop objective methods for identifying AB phenomena in global climate model simu-
lations, reanalysis products, and observational measurements. To identify ABs, most of
the methods translated Rex’s criteria for AB phenomena into algorithms. These methods
use an algorithmic approach that translates criteria of the kind proposed by Rex into the
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automatic identification methods. Lejenäs and Økland [144] were the first to use Rex’s
criteria to determine where and when ABs occur by translating the criteria in the algorith-
mic procedure. In that study, they looked for a reversal in the geopotential height gradient
in the middle latitude of the Northern Hemisphere. A similar approach was applied to
the geopotential height fields in the Southern Hemisphere by Lejenäs [145]. Tibaldi and
Molteni’s method [146] is based on that proposed by Lejenäs and Økland. The method
requires a minimum westerly flow north of the reversal in order to ensure that the main
westerly stream was split around ABs. Next, the method was extended by adding a new
condition to its previous version [147]. Dole and Gordon [148] proposed a method that
searches for large anticyclonic anomalies that are mostly associated with AB phenomena.
Pelly and Hoskins [150] developed a new method that searches for a reversal of the mean
flow to determine the presence of AB phenomena. Following Pelly and Hoskins, Schwierz et
al. [149] developed a novel method that searches for regions of persistent column-averaged
negative potential vorticity anomalies. Recently, Pinheiro et al. [80] developed a new
AB detection framework that combines three methods [146, 148, 149] in order to identify
ABs. In that work, they employed each of the three methods and applied across the full
latitude-longitude (2D) range of middle latitud regions in both the Northern Hemisphere
and Southern Hemisphere.
2.4 Limitations of the Existing Research
Most AR and AB identification methods are engineered heuristics. The bottleneck of these
methods is that important human expertise is required in design of methods for recognising
specific atmospheric phenomena. That makes the identification methods strongly task-
dependent. These identification methods also require setting up various sets of thresholds
conditions and geometric criteria to characterise weather phenomena. That is not easy to
uncover and justify. In addition, the non-uniformity in research on AR and AB phenomena
usually results in discrepancies between outputs of different identification methods.
In contrast to engineered heuristic methods, there are machine learning and deep learn-
ing methods that can circumvent the task-dependency issue. These methods rely on the
assumption that they can be trained on raw data. However, the disadvantage of deep
learning methods is that a large number of training instances are required for training in
comparison with heuristic approaches. Besides, there is a small amount of available la-
belled datasets. That significantly reduces the range of deep learning methods that can be
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applied. Another issue is that many existing machine learning and deep learning methods
do not take into account the fact that weather phenomena change over time.
This thesis attempts to overcome most of the aforementioned limitations. AR and
AB identification methods will be designed to include invariant topological information
and learn spatial dependencies by applying machine learning and deep learning methods.
Research on AR and AB phenomena will be carried out on massive datasets of climate
model outputs and reanalysis products. The labelled data for machine learning and deep
learning models will be provided by the-state-of-the-art identification methods of AR and
AB phenomena [112, 149].
Chapter 3
Atmospheric River Phenomenon
Identification in Climate Model
Outputs and Reanalysis Products
In this chapter, we mainly focus on data-driven approaches to characterise and to identify
Atmospheric River (AR) phenomena [1]. We are interested in exploring alternative meth-
ods for identifying ARs, such as Topological Data Analysis (TDA) and Machine Learning
(ML) methods for pattern recognition. These methods automatically extract underlying
features of ARs from climate data and recognise AR phenomena. That corresponds to
overcoming a critical challenge of selecting suitable threshold requirements (i.e., absolute
or relative thresholds) of AR identification methods (see Chapter 2.2). Hence, the TDA
and ML methods are threshold-free. In particular, we investigate the inherent design of
TDA methods that provide useful information about topological features of ARs (i.e., AR
structure descriptors).
We are also interested in identifying ARs and in understanding how the classification
performance of TDA and ML methods varies when these methods are applied to climate
model output at different spatial and temporal resolutions. In general, this can make
contributions to several climate research problems, for example, evaluating climate model
biases in calculating AR statistics under different carbon emission scenarios. Moreover,
we compare how outputs of various AR identification methods differ in AR frequency and
duration statistics [2, 3]. That is critical to advancing prediction of extreme winter storms
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and regional precipitation that has important societal impacts in many areas of the globe.
Note that, in this thesis, we focus on ARs making landfall along the Pacific coast of
North America, but the AR recognition method can be extended to other regions on the
globe. Our decision to study the Pacific coast of North America was made by the fact
that AR phenomena have been extensively investigated on the coast by the climate science
community over the last two decades.
To study AR phenomena utilising TDA and ML methods, we address the following
research questions (see the full list of research questions in Subsection 1.5.1):
1. Can pattern recognition methods automatically discover regularities in raw climate
data to identify AR and AB phenomena? (RQ1)
a) Do pattern recognition methods based on machine learning models facilitate the
characterisation of weather phenomena? (RQ1.a)
b) To what extent can pattern recognition methods replace weather phenomenon
identification methods? (RQ1.b)
c) Can machine learning models provide the climatological statistics of weather
phenomena from global climate model outputs? (RQ1.c)
2. Is it possible to detect ARs by extracting high-level representations of AR phenomena
from climate data? (RQ2)
a) How topological features of ARs can contribute to the characterisation of the
structure of ARs? (RQ2.a)
b) Do machine learning models benefit from topological features to learn high-level
representations of ARs from climate model outputs? (RQ2.b)
c) Are AR pattern recognition methods sensitive to changes in spatiotemporal
resolution of climate model simulation outputs? (RQ2.c)
Here, we highlight the main contributions of this chapter and emphasise the novelty
compared to the state-of-the-art research:
• We develop an alternative method for AR phenomenon recognition based on TDA
and ML methods. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method based on
TDA and ML that has been introduced for recognizing weather patterns in climate
datasets.
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• We indicate that machine learning models can provide a new way of computing the
climatological statistics of AR phenomena. In particular, we analyse the Community
Atmosphere Model v5.1 (CAM5.1) and the reanalysis product of the 2nd Modern-Era
Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2).
• We carry out experiments that show the performance of AR recognition methods is
sensitive to changes in spatiotemporal resolution of climate model simulation outputs
(i.e. the CAM5.1 outputs).
• We extensively compare our method with other AR identification methods that are a
part of the Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP).
3.1 Atmospheric River Pattern Recognition Method
We propose a supervised method for atmospheric river pattern recognition based on topo-
logical data analysis [152, 153] and machine learning [154]. The method consists of two
parts: a feature extraction and AR identification, as shown in Figure 3.1. The TDA feature
extraction as a first step, followed by an ML classifier to perform the binary classification
(i.e., distinguishing AR phenomena from non-AR background). Figure 3.3 shows exam-
ples of AR phenomenon and non-AR background. The feature extraction part applies a
technique from TDA to extract relevant topological features from two-dimensional climate
fields automatically (see Figure 3.2). The TDA technique utilises the Union-Find algo-
rithm [155]. In general, the Union-Find algorithm is applied to different fields of science
(e.g., physics, geoscience, and environmental science), because many physical systems, like
climate, are modelled on grids or lattices. The algorithm allows to keep track of a set of
grid points partitioned into a number of disjoint subsets and perform searching for com-
mon elements and joining subsets together [156]. We employ the Union-Find algorithm
to extract topological feature descriptors of ARs and non-ARs from climate fields. These
topological feature descriptors are called connected regions [157] and are obtained from
snapshots of global climate models on a latitude-longitude (regular) grid.
The extracted topological features are provided as an input for the ML classifier. The
features of AR phenomena and those that are not ARs are then used in training a Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) classifier [154, 158]. We note here that the training labels are
generated by an heuristic identification method that uses thresholds on Integrated Water
Vapour (IWV) fields to identify ARs. The ground truth labels were provided by the Toolkit
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Figure 3.1: The scheme depicts the pattern recognition method for identifying atmospheric
river phenomena. The method consists of two steps: topological feature extraction and
the machine learning classifier [1].
for Extreme Climate Analysis (TECA) [112]. The toolkit consists of heuristic identification
methods for detecting atmospheric phenomena in climate data. For this reason, TECA
utilises fixed threshold-based criteria to determine if there is an AR or a non-AR in the
given snapshot of climate model output.
The binary classification task is performed using the SVM classifier. The classifica-
tion task consists of two steps: training the classifier to distinguish ARs from a non-ARs
background in snapshots climate fields and testing the constructed SVM classifier on the
unlabelled fields to separate ARs and non-ARs, as shown in Figure 3.1.
To assess the performance of the method, we evaluate the SVM classifier performance by
means of the following metrics: classification accuracy, precision score (also called positive
predictive value) and sensitivity score (also known as recall) .
3.1.1 Topological Feature Extraction
The topological feature extraction part aims to characterize ARs and non-ARs in climate
fields automatically, as shown in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 shows examples of both AR and
non-AR phenomena. Most existing AR identification methods (see Section 2.2) have been
designed to use threshold requirements for the identification of ARs. In contrast to those
methods, our method proposed here is independent of thresholds by employing topological
feature descriptors (i.e., connected regions). We underline that this method is inspired
by persistence, which is a concept in TDA that summarizes topological features across all
values of a scalar function (or a scalar field) under consideration [152, 153, 159].
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Figure 3.2: The diagram depicts the topological feature extraction from climate data
based on the Union Find algorithm. The feature extractor takes input climate fields (i.e.,
physical variables laid out on the regular grid) at particular time steps T1...TN , where N is
the number of time steps (e.g., three hourly). Then, the Union Find algorithm performs a
feature extraction from the input data and it outputs topological feature descriptors (i.e.,
evolution plots).
Climate model data or reanalysis data can be represented as a function from the regular
grid to a set of real values (i.e., scalar field), which can be defined, as follows
f : [a, b]× [c, d]→ [0, I], (3.1)
where a, b, c and d are the dimensions of the regular grid. I is the maximal value of physical
variable (here I = 60 kgm−2), which in our case is Integrated Water Vapour (IWV) over
[0, I]. Note that the value of I may vary if a different climate field is used, for example,
Integrated Water Vapour Transport (IVT) variable.
For gridded climate models or reanalysis data, every grid point has four neighbours in
the grid (except boundary points). This is also known as a four-connected neighbourhood,
as shown in Figure 3.4. For instance, in terms of point coordinates in the plane, a single
grid point at (x, y) ∈ [a, b] × [c, d] has four neighbours. Each neighbour has the following
coordinates: (x± 1, y) or (x, y ± 1).
Once the mapping of climate data is complete, the feature extractor monitors the
evolution of connected regions in a superlevel set at every value t of the function f (here,
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Figure 3.3: Left: An example of atmospheric river (i.e., a long filamentary structures
reaching the Pacific coast of North America). Right: An example of non atmospheric
river. Shown is the total column integrated water vapour (here, TMQ) in kgm−2 from a
simulation of the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 at 100 km horizontal resolution [1].
the scalar field). A superlevel set is a set of grid points in the domain of scalar field f with
values greater than or equal to t. The superlevel set can be expressed, as follows:
f−1[t,+∞) = {(x, y) ∈ [a, b]× [c, d] : f(x, y) ≥ t}. (3.2)
As t value is decreased connected regions of the superlevel set f−1[t,+∞) appear and
grow and eventually merge into larger regions. For example, there are three connected
regions (C0, C1, C2) at value t0 in a superlevel set (defined in Equation (3.2)), as shown
in Figure 3.5. As values of f decrease, the component C0 grows until eventually, at t1, it
merges into the component of C1, which in turn, merges into the component of C2 at t2,
and so on.
The above described topological feature extraction of connected regions can be trans-
lated into a computational method. It is computed by the Union-Find algorithm [155].
The algorithm finds connected regions by operating on sorted grid point by values of the
scalar field f . Here, we sorted the values in decreasing order. The Union-Find algorithm
maintains the connected regions and keeps track of the evolution of these regions (i.e., the
appearance and disappearance of all connected regions).
We modified the Union-Find algorithm so that it extracts features of ARs and non-
ARs from climate fields. The modified algorithm is composed of the following five steps,
as shown in Figure 3.2:
~1 Create a new connected region and add the region to the data structure.
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Figure 3.4: An example depicting four-connected neighbourhood that is defined in the
latitude-longitude grid in the plane. For instance, each of the grid points M and N (i.e.,
gray points) has four neighbouring points, i.e. two points along the horizontal direction
and two points along vertical direction (i.e., green points) [1].
~2 Assign the right connected region to a given grid-point.~3 Check if the connected regions intersect a specified geographical location on the grid.
We examine connected regions that intersect the Pacific coast of North America and
the latitude of the Hawaiian Islands, as shown on the left side of Figure 3.6.
~4 Merge two regions containing at least one identical node into one new connected
region, as shown on the right side of Figure 3.6.
~5 Keep track of the evolution of a connected region as IWV values are varied (i.e., the
number of grid-points that belong to the region) and repeat the four steps mentioned
above until all grid-points belong the same connected region.
The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(n log (n)), where n is the number
of grid points.
The extracted features of connected regions are encoded in evolution plots. The plots
show the recorded number of grid points in growing regions as values of IWV systematically
decreases, as shown in Figure 3.7. The horizontal axis t contains values of IWV (kgm−2).
and the vertical axis g(t) shows number of grid points in the connected region. The vectors
from the evolution plots are encoded as a matrix with n rows and k columns, where n is
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Figure 3.5: An illustration of the connected regions in the superlevel set (defined in Equa-
tion (3.2)) that are split into three pieces at value t0 of f . The regions grow and merge
first at value t1 and then at t2 when values of scalar field f are gradually decreased [1].
Figure 3.6: An illustration of finding connected regions of an atmospheric river (AR) over
a specified geographic location. In this example, the search for ARs is bounded by the
latitude of the Hawaiian Islands (here, yellow line) and the Pacific coast of North America
(here, green line). Left: The red box indicates location of two regions that are disconnected
at some value f = t1. Right: At a new value f = t2, where t2 < t1, the two connected
regions merge into one new connected region forming a valid AR pattern. The IWV
(kgm−2) displayed in this example is from the Community Atmospheric Model v5.1 [1].
the number of time steps and k is the size of the topological feature descriptors returned
by the above described algorithm, as is shown in the Figure 3.7. The newly created n× k
matrix is the input data to a ML classifier in the next stage of the AR patter recognition
method.
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Figure 3.7: Creating an input matrix for a machine learning (ML) classifier. The mapped
evolution plots into 1×k vectors (topological feature descriptors) are stacked on top of each
other to construct n × k input matrix for the ML classifier. Then, the matrix is used as
the input by the classifier along with labels provided to an atmospheric river identification
method [1].
3.1.2 Supervised Machine Learning Classification
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is one of the most commonly used machine learning meth-
ods for pattern recognition tasks [154]. However, deep learning methods have achieved the
state-of-the-art performance on pattern recognition tasks in recent years [124], SVM has
a couple of advantages when it is applied to a new research problem or dataset. SVM has
a smaller number of hyperparameters to tune, an interpretable geometric representation,
and produces a unique solution, since the optimization problem is convex [158].
Our main goal is to use SVM as a classifier to perform binary classification. In other
words, the SVM decides whether AR phenomena are present or not in given snapshots
extracted from global climate fields. The SVM constructs a model based on the labelled
topological feature descriptors in the training set and then use it to predict the labels of
the descriptors in the testing set. The training part of the SVM aims to find the optimal
hyperplane that can separate two groups of patterns (i.e., ARs and non-ARs background).
The optimal hyperplane is determined by maximizing the margin between the separating
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Figure 3.8: An example of linear Support Vector Machine classifier that searches for the
optimal hyperplane wTφ(x) + b = 0, its maximum-margin 2√
wTw
by separating samples
from two groups in data (here, blue dots and red stars), and all other quantities in the
equations (3), (4). ζ is a variable defining how much on the ‘wrong’ side of the hyperplane
a sample is: if it is 1 > ζ > 0, the sample is classified correctly, but by less of a margin
than the optimal hyperplane, otherwise if it is more than ζ > 1, the sample is classified
incorrectly. The magenta dot indicates an example of a misclassified sample from the
class of blue dots. Support vectors help to determine the margin for the optimal linear
hyperplane. The φ(x) is a linear transformation in this case [1].
boundary and the training samples closest to it (i.e., support vectors), as shown in Fig-
ure 3.8.
Assume a training set of instance-labels pairs (xi, yi), i = 1, ..., N , where xi ∈ Rn and













Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ξi and ξi ≥ 0. (3.4)
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Figure 3.9: a) An illustration of no clear linear separation between two classes (here, ARs
and non-ARs) in data. This case cannot be solved using linear SVM. b) Where the set of
two groups is not linearly separable in the original space the SVM introduces the notion of
a “kernel function induced feature space” which embeds the data into a higher dimensional
space where the data are separable [1].
The penalty parameter of the error term takes only values greater than zero (C > 0) and
ξi ≥ 0 is a minimum error when two groups are not linearly separable (e.g., a noisy signal
in training data). The samples {xi}, where xi ∈ Rn, from the training set are mapped
into a high dimensional feature space F by means of the transformation φ(xi), where
φ(x) : Rn → F . This transformation makes the samples of two groups (i.e., ARs and
non-ARs) separable, as shown in Figure 3.9. Then, the similarity between observations
xi and xj is computed by kernel function K(xi, xj) that can be expressed as an inner
product 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉F in the feature space F . Thus, it is sufficient to know K(xi, xj) =
〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉F rather than φ(x) explicitly [160].
In our SVM model, a radial basis function (RBF) kernel is chosen. Because it has been
shown that SVM achieves the best results when RBF is the kernel function. The RBF is
defined as follows
K(xi, xj) = exp(−γ ‖xi − xj‖2), γ > 0, (3.5)
where γ is the inverse of the standard deviation of the RBF kernel. The optimal configu-
ration of parameters (C, γ) is found in the experiments by applying loose grid-search and
fine grid-search for these two parameters [161].
In this thesis, the matrix created in the feature extraction part of AR identification
method is used as the input by the SVM classifier along with the ground-truth labels. The
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labels are provided by a heuristic identification method of ARs that is implemented in the
Toolkit for Extreme Climate Analysis [112].
3.1.3 Evaluation Metrics
In this subsection, we define the evaluation metrics that were used to assess the reliability
of our AR pattern recognition method: classification accuracy score, confusion matrix,
precision score, and sensitivity score. We also provide metrics that are used to analyse
climatological statistics of ARs, such as frequency and duration of these phenomena. What
is more, we describe the preprocessing step of the input to the Support Vector Machine
classifier (SVM) to address the issues of imbalanced data [162].
Confusion Matrix
A confusion matrix (also known as a contingency table) is a clear way to present the
classification results of ARs concerning testing accuracy of the machine learning classifier.
The matrix has two rows and two columns, as shown in Table 3.1. The confusion matrix
reports:
Label non-AR Label AR
Predicted non-AR True negatives False positives
Predicted AR False negatives True positives
Table 3.1: A confusion matrix (error matrix) is a way to present the performance of the
method, especially testing classification accuracy. The matrix reports the number of false
positives, false negatives, true positives, and true negatives.
• False positives are the cases when the method indicates that an AR is present when
it is not present with respect to the ground truth.
• False negatives are the cases when the method indicates that an AR is not present,
when it is present with respect to the ground truth.
• True positives are the cases when the method indicates that an AR is present, when
it is present respect to the ground truth.
• True negatives are the cases when the method indicates that an AR is not present,
when it is not present with respect to the ground truth.
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Classification Accuracy
Accuracy is the ratio of correct predictions of ARs to total predictions made by a machine
learning classifier. In this thesis, we report testing accuracy which is the classification
accuracy obtained by applying the trained SVM classifier on testing data. The classification
accuracy is defined as follows
Accuracy =
True positives+ True negatives
True positives+ True negatives+ False positives+ False negatives
(3.6)
Precision Score
Precision is a measure of the classifier repeatability or reproducibility of ARs, and can be
computed using a confusion matrix. The score is the ratio of True positives to the sum of
True positives and False positives. The precision score is defined as follows
Precision =
True positives
True positives+ False positives
(3.7)
Sensitivity Score
Sensitivity is a the proportion of actual ARs which are correctly identified as ARs by a
classifier. The score is the ratio of True positives to the sum of True positives and False
negatives. The sensitivity score is defined as follows
Sensitivity =
True positives
True positives+ False negatives
(3.8)
Atmospheric River Frequency
Atmospheric river frequency is defined as the percentage of time that a given location
experiences the presence of AR phenomena. For instance, if a method produces an AR
frequency of 5% at some location, it means that this location experiences the presence of
ARs, 5% of the time over a specific period.
Atmospheric River Duration
Atmospheric duration is defined as the continuous length of time that a given location is
affected by AR phenomena. For instance, if a method produces an AR duration of 18
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hours at this location, it means that the average duration of AR phenomena is 18 hours
over a specific period.
Imbalanced Class Data
Balancing the data is motivated by the imbalanced class problem. Each class in the training
dataset (here, ARs and non-ARs) is not equally represented in the dataset. This can cause
an overfitting problem for the AR recognition method (i.e., ths SVM classifier). In other
words, the SVM tends to overfit to the majority class. We circumvent this problem by
applying a resampling [163]. The resampling is applied to all matrices created by the
feature extraction, along with labeled data generated by the Toolkit for Extreme Climate
Analysis (TECA) [112].
3.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results of applying the proposed AR pattern recognition
method to climate datasets. The method has been tested on climate model outputs and a
reanalysis product. A detailed summary of each dataset is shown in Table 3.2.
Firstly, we analyse the topological feature descriptors of ARs and non-ARs based on
the ground truth data. The labels were generated by an objective identification method
implemented in the Toolkit for Extreme Climate Analysis (TECA) [112]. Note that the
feature descriptors have been normalized to make the comparison of results to different
datasets feasible. Secondly, we measure the classification performance and reliability of
the Support Vector Machine classifier. To assess the classifier, we calculate the evaluation
metrics described in Subsection 3.1.3. Also, we discuss some limitations of the classifier,
its typical failure modes, and its precision and sensitivity in identifying ARs. Finally, we
provide a comparison of our method to some AR identification methods listed in Table 2.3
and Table 2.4. The results presented here are a part of the Atmospheric River Tracking
Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) [2, 3].
Note that, in this thesis, we focus on ARs making landfall along the Pacific coast of
North America, but the AR recognition method can be extended to other regions on the
globe. Our decision to study the Pacific coast of North America was made by the fact that
AR phenomena have been extensively investigated on this coast by the climate science
community for over two decades.
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3.2.1 Climate Data
In this thesis, we utilise climate model outputs generated by v5.1 of the Community Atmo-
sphere Model (CAM5.1) [164]. The model outputs were produced by the National Energy
Research Scientific Computing Center at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory [36].
We also use a reanalysis product, the 2nd Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research
& Applications (MERRA-2) data [76]. The reanalysis was provided by the Center for
Western Weather and Water Extremes at University of California, San Diego.
The CAM5.1 climate model output is available at three spatial resolutions: 25 km, 100
km, and 200 km. We use both 3-hourly temporal resolution and daily temporal resolution,
from January 1980 to June 2017, as shown in Table 3.2. The MERRA-2 reanalysis data
are at 50 km spatial resolution and 3-hourly temporal resolution, for the period of January





























1980-2017 3-hourly 50 km IWV
Table 3.2: Data sources used in the analysis of atmospheric river pattern recognition
method: the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 (CAM5.1) simulations and the 2nd
Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications reanalysis (MERRA-2)
dataset. Both TMQ and IWV are a measure of total vertically integrated water vapour in
kgm−2.
In our analysis, we use the total column Integrated Water Vapour (IWV) variable for
both the CAM5.1 output and MERRA-2 data. Note that this variable is called the Total
Quantity Mass of atmosphere water vapor content (TMQ) for the CAM5.1 output. It can
also be called total precipitable water (PRW) in the Climate and Forecast protocols. IWV,
TMQ, and PRW are measured in kg m−2. IWV is derived from the datasets in Table 3.2
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where q is the specific humidity (kg kg−1), Pb is 1000 hPa, Pt is 200 hPa, and g is the
Earth’s mean gravitational acceleration, 9.80665 ms−2.
Note that this analysis could be performed on other relevant variables, including In-
tegrated water Vapor Transport (IVT). IVT is the vertically integrated vector product of
wind and water vapor (i.e., kgm−1 s−1) and it is another widely used variable for iden-
tifying AR phenomena [127]. However, we note that IWV is observable data by satellite
whereas IVT is not.
We choose to use both 3-hourly and daily data because the daily averages often blur
certain physical features of AR phenomena. Furthermore, 3-hourly data provides more
samples labelled as ARs that is beneficial for training the SVM classifier.
Training the SVM classifier requires labelled data of events that are ARs and those
that are not (non-ARs). In other words, each time step (snapshot) has to be tagged with
a label one (1) if it contains an AR or zero (0) otherwise. We use the Toolkit for Extreme
Climate events Analysis (TECA) [112] to obtain labels for training data. The toolkit uses
fixed threshold-based criteria [43] to determine if there is AR in the given snapshot or not.
The labels have been generated to for each dataset listed in Table 3.2. It is assumed that
labels provided by TECA is ground truth. For each datasets we extracted snapshots of
climate fields along the Pacific coast of North America region, as shown in Figure 3.3. Our
decision to study this region was made by the fact that AR phenomena have been exten-
sively investigated by other climate science groups working on AR identification methods
(see Table 2.3 and Table 2.4).
3.2.2 Classification Results
In this section, we present AR identification results on different datasets which are de-
scribed in Subsection 3.2.1. We show an analysis of topological feature descriptors of ARs
and non-ARs based on the provided ground truth. The feature descriptors are displayed
in the form of normalised evolution plots of connected regions to facilitate the analysis.
We measure the classification performance and reliability of the SVM classifier. We then
provide a comparison of our method to other AR identification methods listed in both
Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.
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Figure 3.10: An example of normalized evolution plots of averaged topological feature de-
scriptors of TMQ variable (field) of AR and non-AR snapshots. Here, TMQ stands for
the Total Quantity Mass of atmosphere water vapor content (kg m−2) of the Commu-
nity Atmosphere Model v5.1 dataset (i.e., 200 km spatial resolution and daily temporal
resolution) [1].
Figure 3.10 illustrates an evolution plot with two curves of averaged topological feature
descriptors. The green and magenta curves correspond to ARs and non-ARs with respect to
the ground truth labels. Each curve represents the number of grid points in the connected
regions measured by the topological feature extraction. The feature extraction records the
evolution of the connected region as a function of TMQ or IWV (see Subsection 3.2.1).
We observe that these two curves are close to each other. Hence, it is very challenging to
distinguish ARs from non-ARs. However, there is a subtle difference between these two
groups of samples from 15 kgm−2 to 35 kgm−2 (see the insert region of Figure 3.10), which
is a conclusive result with the study of Ralph et al. [43]. That illustrates the discriminative
power of topological feature descriptors to identify ARs that can be beneficial in training
the SVM classifier. The same analyses using topological feature descriptors has been done
for all other datasets listed in Table 3.2.
We now evaluate the performance and reliability of the proposed AR recognition
method by measuring the classification accuracy. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 summarise the
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classification accuracy of our method for the CAM5.1 climate model at different temporal
resolutions. We note that the SVM classifier has been k-fold-cross-validated (k=10) on
each dataset, where eight folds are for training, the one fold is for validation, and the one
fold is for testing. In each cross-validation round, different SVM hyperparameters were
chosen, and the classifier was trained on a training set, evaluated on a validation set, and
tested on a testing set.
Dataset Accuracy No of AR No of Non-AR
CAM5.1 (25 km) 83% 6838 6848
CAM5.1 (100 km) 77% 7182 7581
CAM5.1 (200 km) 90% 3914 3914
Table 3.3: Classification accuracy estimated of Support Vector Machine classifier for the
3-hourly temporal resolution of the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 with three spatial
resolutions: 25 km, 100 km, and 200 km [1].
Table 3.3 shows that the SVM classifier is able to learn to better differentiate ARs from
non-ARs when the spatial resolution of the climate model is low. We speculate that the
high resolution version of the model more realistically represents AR structures than the
low one [36]. That is why IWV fields tend to be noisier, leading to a less smooth topo-
logical representation and the decrease in classification accuracy. The high classification
accuracy for the CAM5.1 (200 km) suggests that the SVM is able to capture key nonlinear
dependencies between topological feature descriptors.
In Table 3.4 we observe a similar trend with the accuracy and model resolution as in
Table 3.3. Also, we note that the number of snapshots is about 10 times smaller for the
daily temporal resolution datasets than the number of snapshots for the 3-hourly tem-
poral resolution datasets. But this does not affect testing accuracies (consistently above
80%). This suggests that even though event boundaries may be more smeared out in daily
averages, the topological feature descriptors sufficiently encode unique information about
ARs and non-ARs that SVM is able to distinguish between the two categories with high
accuracy. The SVM has the highest classification accuracy for both CAM5.1 (200 km) at
the 3-hourly resolution and for CAM5.1 (200 km) at the daily averages.
Table 3.5 shows that the SVM classifier achieved the highest precision and sensitivity
scores for 200 km resolution of the CAM5.1 model for both 3-hourly and daily tempo-
ral resolutions. The scores are slightly lower for other spatial and temporal resolutions
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Dataset Accuracy No of AR No of Non-AR
CAM5.1 (25 km) 82% 624 624
CAM5.1 (100 km) 84% 700 700
CAM5.1 (200 km) 91% 397 397
Table 3.4: Classification accuracy estimated of Support Vector Machine classifier for daily
temporal resolution of the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 with three spatial resolu-
tions: 25 km, 100 km, and 200 km [1].
of CAM5.1 data. The high precision for CAM5.1 with lower resolutions means that the
SVM classifier makes fewer mistakes in indicating that ARs exist, when in fact they do
not exist (i.e., false positives). For example, Figure 3.12 shows a typical false positive case.
This failure mode is often related to the merging of multiple events, either of two ARs or
an AR (left panel) and some other event with a high concentration of water vapour and
similar topological structure, such as an extra-tropical cyclone (ETC) (right panel). The
high sensitivity means that the SVM classifier makes fewer mistakes in misclassifying ARs
(i.e, false negatives). For instance, Figure 3.11 shows a typical false negative case. We
note that imperfect training data is a challenge in ML, and high-quality ground truth is
essential for good model performance. We note that the SVM classifier performs very well
in classifying AR phenomena, but has relatively lower performance for non-ARs.
Dataset Precision Sensitivity
CAM5.1 (25km, 3-hourly) 0.91 0.74
CAM5.1 (100km, 3-hourly) 0.83 0.67
CAM5.1 (200km, 3-hourly) 0.95 0.85
CAM5.1 (25km, daily) 0.87 0.77
CAM5.1 (100km, daily) 0.86 0.83
CAM5.1 (200km, daily) 0.97 0.85
Table 3.5: Precision and sensitivity scores calculated for all datasets. Both scores show
the ability of the Support Vector Machine classifier in assigning correct labels to the test
instances [1].
Here, we examine how our method performs in comparison to some AR identification
methods, shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. We compare the methods with respect to
relevant AR climatologies, such as the frequency and duration of ARs. The results pre-
sented here are a part of the Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project
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Figure 3.11: Sample images of events from the testing set showing a typical failure mode of
the proposed method: examples of atmospheric rivers (ARs) misclassified as non-ARs (false
negatives). Figure shows an intergrated water vapour field (here, TMQ) of the Community
Atmosphere Model v5.1 (color map) and the land-sea-mass as background (the satellite
image). Left: The Support Vector Machine classifier fails likely because there are two
separate events in the figure, one is a fully formed AR and another is the start of a new
AR; Right: The classifier fails likely due to imperfect training data. Based on the ground
truth data, this image is an AR, although (visually) it does not appear to satisfy the
definition of an AR. This illustrates how imperfect training data impact the performance
of the method because of the limitations of the algorithm used to produce ground truth
data [1].
(ARTMIP) [2, 3]. The analysis of all ARTMIP methods was performed on the MERRA-2
reanalysis data. The number of ARs and non-ARs was about 26k instances (i.e., ap-
proximately 13k samples per category). The estimated classification accuracy of our AR
recognition method is about the same (i.e., 80%) as for datasets of the CAM5.1 model at
higher resolutions than 200km. Hence, we demonstrated that the SVM classifier is robust
to the source of maps of IWV from CAM5.1 and MERRA-2.
Figure 3.14 presents AR frequency along the Pacific coast of North America and our
AR pattern recognition method is noted as “TDA ML”. We observe that the frequency
varies greatly as a function of the method used. Furthermore, nearly all methods indi-
cate a rapid increase in AR frequency from a minimum near 32◦N to a maximum near
45◦N, followed by a more gradual decrease northward toward 56◦N. The AR frequency of
our method achieves a maximum of just 2% near 39◦N and drops down to 0% north of
45◦N, where many methods produce their larger frequency values. As we observed before,
our method tends to missclassify some ARs (i.e., 0.84 precision score and 0.74 sensitivity
score). In the case of the MERRA-2 data the typical failure modes are not different than
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Figure 3.12: Sample images of events from the testing set showing a typical failure mode
of the proposed method: examples of non atmospheric rivers (non-ARs) misclassified as
ARs (false positives). Figure shows an intergrated water vapour field (here, TMQ) of
the Community Atmosphere Model v5.1 (color map) and the land-sea-mass as background
(the satellite image). Left: The Support Vector Machine classifier likely fails because of the
presence of two AR-like branches that are close to each other, one that has not yet made
landfall and another that probably remains after previous event; Right: The classifier fails
likely due to the merging of two events, both with high concentration of water vapour, one
that appears to be an AR and the other likely an extra-tropical cyclone [1].
Figure 3.13: AR duration in hours. The results presented here are a part of the Atmospheric
River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) [2, 3]. Names of methods
correspond to method identifiers presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. Our AR pattern
recognition method is noted as “TDA ML”. The * symbol stands for variations of the same
method with the corresponding identifier.
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for CAM5.1 datasets.
Our method frequently produces false negatives in recognizing ARs in MERRA-2 data.
It is known that the reanalysis data may have higher background noise and low-intensity
AR signals. This would result in higher frequency in the more active storm track at lati-
tudes north of 40◦N, which may explain the rapid drop-off in AR detection associated with
this method. It is also worth mentioning that our method excels at lower latitudes, where
it identifies a relatively larger number of ARs than most AR identification methods.
Figure 3.14: Percentage of period along AR transect. The results presented here are a part
of the Atmospheric River Tracking Method Intercomparison Project (ARTMIP) [2, 3].
Names of methods correspond to method identifiers presented in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2.
Our AR pattern recognition method is noted as “TDA ML”. The * symbol stands for
variations of the same method with the corresponding identifier.
Figure 3.13 shows AR duration along the Pacific coast of North America. Most meth-
ods exhibit a gradual increase in AR duration from 32◦N to a maximum near 42–44◦N,
followed by a gradual decline northward toward 50◦N. This trend in the duration matches
the maximum in AR frequency characteristic.
As we noted before, our method typically identifies fewer ARs than other methods used
in the intercomparison. Furthermore, the identified ARs have shorter average durations
than for other AR identification methods.
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3.3 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a novel and automated method for identifying AR phenomena
in climate datasets. The method combines topological feature extractor with SVM classi-
fier. We demonstrated that the proposed method is reliable, robust and performs well by
testing it on a wide range of spatial and temporal resolutions of the CAM5.1 climate model
output as well as the MERRA-2 reanalysis product. The performance of the method is
measured by classification accuracy, precision and sensitivity scores. TECA provided the
ground truth labels for training the SVM classifier. We observed that the SVM classifier
is biased by the ground truth data produced by TECA using the threshold-based criteria
for identifying of ARs. We also note that characterizing the influence of using different
ground truth data is beyond the scope of this thesis.
Despite background noise, low-intensity AR signals and the existence of other phe-
nomena within the two-dimensional snapshots of climate fields, our method achieved high
accuracy. The method achieved the highest accuracy for low-resolution climate data. We
speculate that this is because high-resolution simulations produce noisy spatial patterns
that mislead the machine learning model more easily than low-resolution simulations.
The key advantage of the topological feature descriptors used in this work is a threshold-
free method that succinctly encapsulates the most important topological features of ARs.
We note that the method does not have a threshold requirement for the TDA step. More-
over, when the spatial resolution of the climate model changes, there is no need for threshold






In this chapter, we focus on deep learning approaches for identifying Atmospheric Blocking
(AB) phenomena in climate reanalysis data [4]. In particular, we are interested in exploring
different architectures of deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for detection and lo-
calisation of ABs. CNNs are capable of automatically extracting high-level representations
of ABs from climate data to characterise, recognise, and localise AB phenomena. There-
fore, CNNs overcome key critical challenges in designing objective identification methods
of ABs, such as the selection of appropriate climate fields and translating complex Rex’s
criteria into detection schemes (see Chapter 2.3). Here, we utilise deep CNNs to detect and
localise AB phenomena in climate reanalysis products. We are also interested in observing
how the performance of CNNs varies between hemispheres and various regions over the
globe. In general, this research may help in evaluating AB phenomena climatology regard-
ing the geographical distribution of the frequency of occurrence of ABs.
Moreover, we investigate a relationship between the inherent design of deep CNN archi-
tectures, which is the network depth, and CNN performance in identifying AB phenomena.
For this reason, we perform extensive experiments to evaluate which CNN architectures
perform the best. In other words, we want to observe a statically significant increase in
AB classification accuracy and a statically significant decrease in prediction error of local-
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isation parameters of ABs. This study may serve as a guide in the design and selection of
CNN architectures for AB pattern recognition methods.
To investigate AB phenomena and to formulate a pattern recognition task for identify-
ing ABs, we address the following research questions (see the full list of research questions
in Subsection 1.5.1):
1. Can pattern recognition methods automatically discover regularities in raw climate
data to identify AR and AB phenomena? (RQ1)
a) Do pattern recognition methods based on machine learning models facilitate the
characterisation of weather phenomena? (RQ1.a)
b) To what extent can pattern recognition methods replace weather phenomenon
identification methods? (RQ1.b)
c) Can machine learning models provide the climatological statistics of weather
phenomena from global climate model outputs? (RQ1.c)
3. Is it possible to detect ABs by learning high-level representations of AB phenomena
from multivariate and high-dimensional climate reanalysis data? (RQ3)
a) Can deep learning models automatically extract high-level representations of
ABs to detect these phenomena in climate reanalysis products? (RQ3.a)
b) Is it possible to predict the localisation and geometric properties of ABs in
climate reanalysis data? (RQ3.b)
c) To what extent can the depth of deep learning architectures contribute to the AB
detection performance in various geographical regions over the globe? (RQ3.c)
Here, we highlight the main contributions of this chapter and emphasise the novelty
compared to the state-of-the-art research:
• We develop a new pattern recognition method for the detection and localisation of AB
phenomena. The method is based on the state-of-the-art deep CNN architectures.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first method based on CNNs that has been
introduced for identifying ABs in different regions over the globe.
• We investigate five different architectures of the generic CNN-based classifier and
CNN-based regressor respectively designed for each stage of the AB recognition
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method. In particular, we apply the classifier and the regressor to the European Cen-
tre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim) product.
• We show that the AB detection performance significantly increases for the deep CNN
architectures. In contrast to that, we see that the estimation error of AB location
significantly decreases in the localisation problem for the shallow CNN architectures.
• We conduct experiments and demonstrate that the proposed CNN architectures tend
to achieve better AB detection and localization performances in regions of the North-
ern Hemisphere than in regions of the Southern Hemisphere.
4.1 Atmospheric Blocking Pattern Recognition Method
In this section, we propose a hierarchical pattern recognition method for identifying atmo-
spheric blocking (AB) phenomena [4]. Figure 4.1 shows an example of AB phenomenon
and non-AB situation. The method is based on deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
architectures [101], inspired by Visual Geometry Group (VGG) architectures [165].
The VGG architectures are based on an analysis of the effect of the convolutional net-
work depth on its accuracy in the large-scale image recognition setting. The information
flow in a typical VGG architecture is that input data are processed by several modules of
convolutional layers and pooling layers that extract feature representations. The feature
representations are then fed into one or more fully connected layers that make classification
decisions or predictions. VGGs are the most commonly referred CNN architectures in the
deep learning literature, and one of the state-of-the-art CNN architectures in classification
and localisation tasks.
The proposed AB pattern recognition method consists of two stages: AB detection
defined as a binary classification task and localisation of ABs formulated as a regression
problem, as shown in Figure 4.2. The AB detection, as a first part, uses a CNN-based
classifier that distinguishes ABs from non-ABs in different regions over the globe. Sam-
ples with detected AB phenomena are passed to the second stage. In the second stage, a
CNN-based regressor predicts AB location parameters in the climate fields: a mass centre
(a latitudinal position and a longitudinal position) and a radius of a minimum enclosing
circular box of AB in various regions on the globe.
We note here that the training labels for the CNN-based classifier are provided by an
objective method of Schwierz et al. [149] that uses thresholds on potential vorticity and
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Right: An example of atmospheric blocking marked by the red arrow (i.e., a
high pressure pattern that blocks and diverts the jet stream). Here, it is shown a particular
example of the Omega block that forms a shape resembling the Greek letter omega; Left:
An example non atmospheric blocking phenomenon that does not cause unusual changes in
the normal flow of the westerly winds (marked by the red arrow); Shown is the wind speed
field (ms−1) at 250hPa pressure level (i.e., the elevation) from a simulation of the Global
Forecast System produced by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction. Source:
The US National Weather Service data visualised by http://earth.nullschool.net.
space-time criteria to identify ABs. The classification task consists of two steps: training
and validation of the CNN-based classifier to distinguish ABs from non-ABs in snapshots
of climate fields, and testing the constructed classifier on the unlabelled fields to indicate
ABs and non-ABs. Furthermore, the CNN-based regressor predicts location parameters of
AB (i.e., a mass centre and a radius of a minimum enclosing circular box) passed from the
CNN-based classifier. We note that the regression task also consists of training, validation,
and testing. The location parameters of minimum enclosing circular boxes were provided
by a computational geometry algorithm [166] applied to the output of the objective method
of Schwierz et al. [149].
To assess the performance of the method, we evaluate the CNN-based classifier and
CNN-based regressor performances by means of the following metrics: classification ac-
curacy and F1 score (also known as the harmonic mean of precision and sensitivity) for
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Figure 4.2: The scheme depicts the hierarchical atmospheric blocking (AB) pattern recog-
nition method. The method consists of two parts: (a) a convolutional neural network
(CNN) based classifier that distinguishes ABs and non-ABs; and (b) a CNN-based regres-
sor that predicts three parameters describing AB location, i.e. a latitudinal position, a
longitudinal position, and a radius of a minimum enclosing circular box [4].
the classifier, and concordance correlation coefficient and mean percentage error for the
regressor. We also employ statistical testing to observe a statistically significant increase or
decrease in CNN architectures performance for different CNN depths and various regions
on the globe.
4.1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are one of the most commonly used deep learning
models that have achieved recent state-of-the-art results on visual pattern recognition tasks
[101, 124]. The novelty that was introduced by CNNs is that the dual-step approach to
the classification problem has been replaced. The dual-step approach relies on extracting
handcrafted feature descriptors from images that serve as an input to a machine learning
classifier. In contrast to this traditional approach, CNN models utilise multiple stages of
automatic information processing for feature extraction, transformation, and for pattern
analysis, for example, image classification [167, 168].
In general, CNNs have a topology of feedforward neural networks that process data in
one direction only, i.e. from their inputs to their outputs. They consist of convolutional
layers and subsampling layers (e.g., maximum pooling layers), which are grouped into
modules followed by one or more fully connected layers. When several modules are stacked
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on top of each other, they form a deep CNN architecture, for example, Visual Geometry
Group (VGG) architectures [165]. The information flow in a typical CNN architecture is
that input data are processed by several modules of convolutional layers and pooling layers
that extract feature representations. The feature representations are then fed into one or
more fully connected layers that make classification decisions or predictions.
Convolutional layers are the main feature extraction components of CNN architectures.
They extract the high-level feature representations of their input data, here, images or
scalar fields. The layers consist of nodes (also sometimes called “neurons”), which outputs
are arranged into feature maps. Each node in a feature map has a receptive field, which is
connected to a neighbourhood of nodes in the previous layer via a set of convolutional filters
(also called weights). When input images are convolved with the filters, a new feature map
is produced, and the results of the convolution operation are passed through a nonlinear
activation function. Note that different feature maps within the same convolutional layer
can have different filters so that several features can be extracted.
In other words, each layer is a place where two main operations are performed. First,
convolutional layers compute a linear combination of the outputs of the previous layers or
input data if it is the first layer. Then the linear combination is transformed by non-linear
activation functions. Formally, the output feature maps can be formulated as follows:
Y = h(W ∗X), (4.1)
where the input image is denoted by X and the convolutional filter related to a given
feature map is denoted by W. The multiplication sign (∗) refers to the two-dimensional
convolutional operator. The operator is used to calculate the inner product of the filter at
each location of the input image. h(·) represents the nonlinear activation function.
CNNs are a succession of linear combinations followed by nonlinear activation functions.
These functions allow for the extraction of nonlinear features of inputs. Here, we provide
the activation functions that are used in this chapter: a rectified linear unit (RELU)
function, a sigmoid function, and a hyperbolic tangent function. RELU activation function
is defined, as follows:
h(x) :=
0 for x < 0x for x ≥ 0 , (4.2)




Figure 4.3: Activation functions: (a) a rectified linear unit (RELU); (b) a sigmoid function
(the logistic function); (c) the hyperbolic tangent.
where x is the element of convolved image (see Figure 4.3 (a)). The sigmoid activation





where x is the element of convolved image, and h returns values in the range (0, 1) (see
Figure 4.3 (b)). The hyperbolic tangent activation function is defined in the following way:




where x is the element of convolved image, and h returns values in the range (−1, 1) (see
Figure 4.3 (c)).
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After convolutional layers, pooling layers are the most important components of CNN
architectures. The main purpose of the pooling layers is that they reduce the spatial
dimensions of the feature maps. Hence, the layers help achieve spatial invariance of CNNs
to input distortions and translations. Max pooling layers are the most widely used in the
deep learning literature [169, 170]. They propagate the maximum value within a receptive
field to the next layer in CNN architectures. Formally, the max pooling operation selects
the largest element within each receptive field, as follows:
Zout(i, j) = max
(p,q) ∈ Ωi,j
Zin(p, q), (4.5)
where Zout is the output of the pooling operation associated with the feature map. Zin
denotes the element of the input feature map at location (p, q) contained by the pooling
region Ωi,j , which surrounds a receptive field around the position (i, j).
The fully connected layers that follow convolutional and pooling layers interpret ab-
stract feature representations by performing the function of high-level reasoning in CNN
architectures.
In general, training in CNNs is achieved by finding the parameters that minimise a
specific loss function (also called objective or cost function). For this purpose, learning
algorithms are used to adjust their free parameters (i.e., the weights of filters) in order to
attain the desired CNN output.
In this chapter, we use two most commonly used loss functions, i.e. a binary cross-
entropy function for binary classification and a mean square error function for regression.
Here, we provide mathematical expression for these loss functions.
Binary Cross-Entropy (BCE) is a measure of the dissimilarity between the true label






where y is true label probability, y′ is predicted label probability, and N is the number of
observations.
Mean Squared Error (MSE) is the sum of the square of the differences between the
predicted value and the true value divided by the number of observations. MSE loss is









(y − y′)2, (4.7)
where y is the true value, y′ is the predicted value, and N is the number of observations.
We minimise the loss functions by a backpropagation algorithm, for example, the
stochastic gradient descent algorithm [171]. The algorithm adjust a network’s parame-
ters in order to minimize errors that affect CNNs performance.
Convolutional Neural Network Classifier
CNN Architectures
A B C D E
Input: (60 × 120 × 40)
conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64
conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64
Maxpooling
conv-128 conv-128 conv-128 conv-128 conv-128
conv-128 conv-128 conv-128
Maxpooling
conv-256 conv-256 conv-256 conv-256 conv-256
conv-256 conv-256
Maxpooling








Table 4.1: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures are shown in columns. The
depth of the architectures increases from the left (A) to the right (E). The parameters
of both types of layers are denoted as follows: conv-(number of filters); FC-(number of
channels) [4].
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In the first stage of the AB pattern recognition method, we develop a generic CNN-
based classifier, which we refer to as architecture A, as outlined in Table 4.1. The archi-
tecture has a total of eight weight layers, including four convolutional (conv.) layers and
four Fully Connected (FC) layers.
Each convolutional layer is followed by a max pool layer (Maxpooling). The width of
convolutional layers starts from 64 filters in the first layer and then increases by a factor
of two after each Maxpooling layer, until it reaches 512 filters. In contrast, the width of
FC layers starts from 512 channels and then decreases by a factor of two, until it reaches
64 channels. The output FC layer performs a binary classification and therefore contains
one value, i.e. an AB label or a non-AB label.
Four architectures of a CNN-based classifier follow the architecture A and gradually
increase the number of convolutional layers (their depth). The configuration of the FC
layers is the same in all architectures. All architectures are referred by their names (A-E)
and all details on the architectures are listed in Table 4.1.
Convolutional Neural Network Regressor
In the second stage of the AB pattern recognition method, we develop a generic CNN-based
regressor, which we refer to as architecture A, as outlined in Table 4.2. The architecture
has a total seven weight layers, including four convolutional (conv.) layers and three Fully
Connected (FC) layers.
Each convolutional layer is followed by a max pool layer (Maxpooling). The width of
convolutional layers starts from 64 filters in the first layer and then increases by a factor
of two after each Maxpooling layer, until it reaches 512 filters. In contrast, the width of
FC layers starts from 256 channels and then decreases by a factor of two, until it reaches
64 channels. The output FC layer performs a multi-regression task and therefore contains
three parameter values:
• a latitudinal position - the position north or south of the equator;
• a longitudinal position - the position east or west of the prime meridian;
• a radius of a minimum enclosing circular box - the smallest radius of the circle that
contains a given AB phenomenon.
Four architectures of a CNN-based regressor follow the architecture A and gradually in-
crease the number of convolutional layers (their depth). The configuration of the FC layers
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CNN Architectures
A B C D E
Input: (60 × 120 × 40)
conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64
conv-64 conv-64 conv-64 conv-64
Maxpooling
conv-128 conv-128 conv-128 conv-128 conv-128
conv-128 conv-128 conv-128
Maxpooling
conv-256 conv-256 conv-256 conv-256 conv-256
conv-256 conv-256
Maxpooling







Table 4.2: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures are shown in columns. The
depth of the architectures increases from the left (A) to the right (E). The parameters
of both types of layers are denoted as follows: conv-(number of filters); FC-(number of
channels) [4].
is the same in all architectures. All architectures are referred by their names (A-E) and
all details on the architectures are listed in Table 4.2.
4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
To assess the performance of architectures of a CNN-based classifier and a CNN-based
regressor, we use the following metrics: a classification accuracy and F1 score for a clas-
sification task, and concordance correlation coefficient and the mean percentage error for
a regression problem. Note that we defined a confusion matrix needed for calculating
classification accuracy and F1 score in Chapter 3: Section 3.1.3.
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F1 Score
The F1 score measures a weighted harmonic mean of the precision and sensitivity scores
of a classifier. Note that these scores were defined in Chapter 3: Section 3.1.3. Here, F1
score is defined as follows
F1 =
2× TP
2× TP + FP + FN
(4.8)
Concordance Correlation Coefficient
The concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) is the measure of agreement between the





n + (µm − µn)2
, (4.9)
where µm and µn are the means for two variables m and n, and σm and σn are the
corresponding variances. ρ is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the two variables.
Mean Percentage Error
The mean percentage error (MPE) is a measures error of a regressor if it systematically











where y is the true value and y′ is the predicated value of a given quantity, and N is the
number of observations.
Statistical Significance Testing
We use McNemar’s statistical test at a significance level of 0.05 on the output of classi-
fication task [172] and Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test at a significance level of 0.05 for the
output regression task [173]. Both tests evaluate which CNN architecture performs the
best, i.e. we observe a statically significant increase and decrease in AB classification ac-
curacy and error of predicting localization parameters of ABs, respectively. To facilitate
the comparison, CNN architectures have been ranked according to accuracy values for the
classification task and the respective MPE values for the regression task.
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4.2 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the obtained results for detecting and localising AB phenomena
in climate reanalysis products. A detailed summary of the reanalysis data is shown in
Table 4.3. To identify AB phenomena, we apply a hierarchical pattern recognition method
that consists of two stages: the detection stage that is formulated as a binary classification
and the localisation stage that is defined as a regression task. We explore five CNN
architectures and evaluate their performance in six geographical regions over the globe.
Firstly, we analyse the results of a CNN-based classification task in distinguishing ARs
and non-ARs. Labels for that task were generated by an objective identification method
of Schwierz et al. [149]. We also measure the classifier performance and reliability by
calculating evaluation metrics, such as classification accuracy and F1 score, described in
Subsection 4.1.2.
Secondly, we analyse the results of a CNN-based regression task in predicting ARs
location parameters: a latitude, a longitude and a radius of a minimum bounding circular
box. Samples with identified AB phenomena were passed from the CNN-based classifier.
Furthermore, we measure the regressor performance by calculating evaluation metrics, such
as CCC and MPE, described in Subsection 4.1.2.
Note that we provide the analysis of five different CNN architectures for both classifi-
cation task and regression task. We evaluate their performance in six geographical regions
over the globe (see Figure 4.5). We also note that the CNN-based classifiers and regressors
have been k-fold-cross-validated (k=10) on the dataset, where eight folds are for training
(80%), the one fold is for validation (10%), and the one fold is for testing (10%). In each
cross-validation round, different CNN hyperparameters were chosen, and the classifiers and
regressors were trained on a training set, evaluated on a validation set, and tested on a
testing set.
4.2.1 Climate Data
In our analysis, we use the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts In-
terim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim) products. We use five physical variables on a regular grid
described in Table 4.3, each at eight different pressure levels in millibars (mb): 150 mb,
200 mb, 250 mb, 300 mb, 350 mb, 400 mb, 450 mb, and 500 mb, as shown in Figure 4.4.
The variables are at six-hourly timesteps at approximately 80 km spatial resolution (180
pixels × 360 pixels based on T119 spectral model grid resolution) from January 1, 1980
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to December 31, 2016. The dataset of identified ABs is based on an identification method
Variable Variable units Description
T K Air temperature
Z m2 s−2 Geopotential
PV K m2 kg−1 s−1 Potential vorticity
U m s−1 Zonal wind
V m s−1 Meridional wind
Table 4.3: Available variables of ERA-interim reanalysis products.
by Schwierz, et al. [149]. It was provided by the Institute for Atmospheric and Climate
Science at the ETH Zurich, Switzerland. The method consists a semi-automatic detection
method that outputs 2D blocking indices and was applied to the ERA-Interim data. The
output of this procedure yields 2D binary fields or masks with the value one (1) at pixels
that meet the method criteria for ABs and the value zero (0) at pixels that do not (i.e.,
non-ABs).
Figure 4.4: A visualisation of available ERA-interim variables: T - the air temperature, Z
- the geopotential, PV - the potential vorticity, U - the zonal winds, and V - the meridional
winds.
We generated the ground-truth labels (i.e., ABs and non-ABs) based on the output
of the above mentioned procedure. The global image of 180 pixels × 360 pixels × 40
channels is divided into six images (regions) of size 60 pixels × 120 pixels × 40 channels.
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Figure 4.5: An example of the world map (globe) with six defined regions of interest:
the North Pacific Region (NP); the North Atlantic Region (NA); the North Continental
Region (NC); the South Pacific Region (SP); the South Atlantic Region (SA), and the
South Indian Ocean Region (SI) [4].
The number of channels, here 40, corresponds to 5 variables at 8 different pressure levels.
Location of regions and extent are based on the studies of Wiedenmann et al. [174]. We
can distinguish six regions on the globe: the North Pacific Region (NP); the North At-
lantic Region (NA); the North Continental Region (NC); the South Pacific Region (SP);
the South Atlantic Region (SA), and the South Indian Ocean Region (SI), as shown in
Figure 4.5. Each region is roughly centered over a local maximum of ABs main frequency
occurrence. We use only images of mid-latitudes regions of both hemispheres on the globe.
The positive class label is assigned to a image if it contains a compact binary blob of
size greater or equal to the average AB blob size. The negative class label is assigned to a
image if it does not have a binary blob.
After all data pre-processing steps, the generated labelled dataset has approximately
140K images of both ABs and non-ABs, where the number of samples per class is almost
balanced. For the regression problem we select the images containing ABs. Then we cal-
culate the centroid or the mass center of a binary blob in the region and a radius of a
minimum bounding circular box.
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4.2.2 Classification and Localisation Results
Figure 4.6 (a) and Figure 4.6 (b) show a bar chart of classification accuracy and a bar
chart of the mean F1 score of both classes, respectively. The accuracy and F1 values are
computed for five architectures described in Table 4.1 and for six regions over the globe,
shown in Figure 4.5.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Classification performance of convolutional neural network (CNN) architec-
tures: architecture A, architecture B, architecture C, architecture D, and architecture E;
for regions of the North Atlantic Region (NA), the North Continental Region (NC), the
North Pacific Region (NP), the South Atlantic Region (SA), the South Indian Ocean Re-
gion (SI) and the South Pacific Region (SP). Left bar chart (a) illustrates classification
accuracy for each architecture per region and the right chart (b) displays F1 score for each
architecture per region [4]. The ? symbol stands for p-value  0.05.
In the bar charts, there is the steep decrease in the accuracy and F1 score values of the
architectures in the regions of the Southern Hemisphere (i.e., SA, SI, and SP) in compari-
son to the accuracy and F1 score values of the architectures in the regions of the Northern
Hemisphere (i.e., NA, NC, and NP). The bar charts reveal that the architecture D outper-
forms the other architectures in regions of both hemispheres, regarding the accuracy and
F1 score values. In the SA region values of performance metrics are slightly higher for the
architecture B than the architecture D. It can be seen that the architecture A achieved
the lowest performance for six regions. In general, we can observe a statistically significant
increase in the accuracy values (p-value  0.05) for: the architecture E in the NA region,
the architecture D in the NC region, the architecture D in the NP region, the architecture
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.7: Classification performance of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architec-
tures: architecture A, architecture B, architecture C, architecture D, and architecture E.
Left bar chart (a) illustrates the mean classification accuracy of each architecture over five
year periods and the right chart (b) displays the mean F1 score for each architecture over
five year periods [4].
E in the SA region, the architecture D in the SI region, and the architecture B in the SP
region.
Figure 4.7 shows the mean values of accuracy and F1 score (here, the average of ARs
and non-ARs) for the whole globe over time (i.e., averages of five year periods). If we look
at the trends over time, we can see the fluctuation in the ACC and F1 score values for all
architectures. Although, values of the scores do not level off, we can observe that for some
architectures (i.e., architecture B and architecture A) the scores drop systematically over
time after the initial steep increase. Moreover, we note that architecture B, architecture
C, architecture D, and architecture E converge slightly at similar values of accuracy and
F1 score for most of the time.
A bar chart in Figure 4.8 presents concordance correlation coefficients for all models
described in Table 4.2 and for regions shown in Figure 4.5. In this chart, there is a steep
decline in CCC values for the architectures in regions of the Southern Hemisphere (i.e.,
SA, SI, and SP) in comparison to CCC values for the architectures in regions of the North-
ern Hemisphere (i.e., NA, NC, and NP). The chart shows the highest CCC values for the
architecture A in regions of both hemispheres, except for the SA region. In contrast, it
can be observed that CCC values for the architecture E are the lowest for all six regions.
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Figure 4.8: Performance of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures: architec-
ture A, architecture B, architecture C, architecture D, and architecture E; for the North
Atlantic Region (NA), the North Continental Region (NC), the North Pacific Region (NP),
the South Atlantic Region (SA), the South Indian Ocean Region (SI) and the South Pa-
cific Region (SP). The bar chart illustrates the concordance correlation coefficient for each
architecture per region [4].
Overall, we can see that the more complex an architecture becomes, the more the CCC
values decrease.
Figure 4.9 (a), (b), and (c) display bar charts of mean percentage error of the three
predicted parameters describing the location of AB phenomena for all architectures de-
scribed in Table 4.2 and for the six regions shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.9 (a) shows
the MPE of the latitudinal mass centre position of ABs. It can be seen that all CNN
architectures overestimate the latitudinal parameter (positive error) in all six regions. The
bar chart also reveals that there has been a steep decrease in overestimating the parameter
by all architectures in the NP region and the SI region. What can be observed in the
chart is that the architecture E has the highest MPE in four out of six regions (i.e., NA,
SA, SI, and SP). The MPE of the latitudinal parameter decreases statistically significantly
(p-value  0.05) for: the architecture A in the SA region, the architecture B in the SP
region, the architecture C in the NA region, and the architecture D in the NC, NP and SI
regions.
Figure 4.9 (b) shows the MPE of the longitudinal position of AB phenomena. It can
be seen that different architectures underestimate the longitudinal parameter in five out




Figure 4.9: Performance of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures: architec-
ture A, architecture B, architecture C, architecture D, and architecture E; for regions of
the North Atlantic Region (NA), the North Continental Region (NC), the North Pacific
Region (NP), the South Atlantic Region (SA), the South Indian Ocean Region (SI) and
the South Pacific Region (SP). Top left bar chart (a) illustrates mean percentage error for
each architecture in estimating the latitudinal position of the mass centre of atmospheric
blocks (ABs) per region and the top right chart (b) displays mean percentage error for
each architecture in estimating the longitudinal position of the mass centre of ABs per
region. The bottom chart shows mean percentage error for each architecture in estimating
the radius of the mass centre of ABs per region [4]. The ? symbol stands for a p-value
 0.05.
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of six regions (i.e., NA, NC, NP, SA, and SI). The exception to this is the architecture B
in the region SA that the MPE value is overestimated. The chart also indicates that MPE
values are positive for most architectures in one out of six regions (i.e., the SP region).
Architecture A is the only exception, which has a small negative MPE value. The MPE of
longitudinal parameter undergoes a statistically significant decrease (p-value  0.05) for:
the architecture A in the NP and SI regions; the architecture B in the SP region, and the
architecture E in the NA and SA regions. The NC region is the exception to this in which
there is not a statistically significant decrease in the MPE values.
Figure 4.9 (c) displays the MPE of a radius of a minimum bounding box located in
the centre of ABs. We can observe low MPE values for the architectures in four out of six
regions (i.e., NA, NC, SA, and SI). Furthermore, it can be observed that the MPE values
for all architectures are high in NP and SP regions. Overall, the bar chart reveals that the
architectures underestimate the radius in five out of six regions. The MPE of the radius
undergoes a statistically significant decreases (p-value  0.05) for: the architecture A in
the NA region, the architecture B in the NP region, the architecture C in the SA region,
and the architecture D in the NC and SP regions.
4.3 Discussion and Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a hierarchical pattern recognition method for identifying
atmospheric blocking phenomena in climate reanalysis products. The method consists
of two stages: the detection stage that is formulated as a binary classification and the
localisation stage that is defined as a regression task. We trained five different architectures
of a generic CNN-based classifier and CNN-based regressor respectively designed for each
stage of the AB pattern recognition method. The ground truth labels were generated by
a heuristic identification method of ABs. We also notice that CNNs can be biased by the
ground truth data produced by the heuristic identification method using the threshold-
based criteria to detect ABs. We note that characterising the influence of using different
ground truth data is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We demonstrated that the proposed pattern recognition method accurately classifies
AB phenomena in the ERA-Interim reanalysis data by using CNNs. The classification
accuracy and F1 score values are the highest for all architectures in all three regions of
the Northern Hemisphere (NH). That can be justified by the fact that AB phenomena are
much more frequent in the NH than in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). Moreover, ABs have
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important consequences on the weather of densely populated Europe and North America,
that is why innumerable observational data improve the ability of reanalysis to represent
ABs in the NH correctly. Furthermore, the values of the mean accuracy and F1 score
fluctuate over time. This variability in the values may be explained by the number of
occurrence of ABs, which can be sometimes modulated by other periodic climate regimes,
for example, the North Atlantic Oscillation [175, 176]. We also observe that the values
of accuracy and F1 score statistically significantly increase for CNN architectures with a
large number of parameters for various regions on the globe.
Another observation is that the values of the concordance correlation coefficient are
generally high for all CNN architectures in all regions of the NH. However, that is not
the case for the architectures in the SH. That may also be partially explained by better
observational characteristics of ABs in the NH and more improvements in the ability of
the reanalysis to represent atmospheric dynamics of these phenomena correctly.
The values of the MPE of the latitudinal mass centre position of ABs are usually over-
estimated. On ther other hand, the MPE values of the longitudinal mass center position of
these phenomena are usually underestimated. There are two reasons for this. ABs occur
in certain longitudinal and latitudinal localisation in the NH, and these phenomena often
occur at slightly lower latitude positions in the SH than in the NH. It can be observed that
the values of the MPE statistically significantly decrease for CNNs without any specific
trend in particular geographical areas. Moreover, the values of the MPE of a radius of a
minimum bounding box located in the mass centre of ABs are low in most of the regions.
That can suggest that despite a wide spectrum of spatial location, ABs are probably more
similar in size in both hemispheres. Moreover, the MPE values are much higher in the
Pacific Ocean regions, which could suggest that the reanalysis may have problems with
representing ABs spatial size due to the vast extent of the ocean.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter concludes this thesis. We first provide a summary of the research outcomes
discussed in each of the previous chapters. Then, we respond to the research questions
formulated in Section 1.5.1. We subsequently discuss the limitations of our work and
what has been learnt while carrying out this research. Finally, we propose future research
directions in the area of weather pattern recognition.
5.1 Research Outcomes
In this thesis, we focused on the identification of weather phenomena in climate data.
We aimed at developing and applying pattern recognition methods for identifying the
Atmospheric River (AR) and Atmospheric Blocking (AB) phenomena.
In Chapter 3, we developed and explored an automated method for recognizing ARs
that combines topological data analysis with machine learning methods. The key advantage
of the topological feature descriptors used in our method is that it is a threshold-free
method (i.e., no threshold requirements on physical variables) that succinctly encapsulates
the topological structure of ARs. In other words, there is no threshold parameter retuning,
unlike engineered heuristic approaches used by other objective AR identification methods.
Moreover, we demonstrated that the proposed method is reliable, robust and performs
well by testing it on a wide range of spatial and temporal resolutions of the Community
Atmosphere Model v5.1 (CAM5.1) outputs. Furthermore, despite background noise, low-
intensity AR signals and the existence of other events within the 2-D snapshots, our method
is shown to work accurately. The method better performed for low-resolution data. We
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speculated that high-resolution simulations produce noisy spatial patterns that mislead
machine learning models more easily than low-resolution simulations. Also, we made a
comparison of our method to other AR identification methods when applied to reanalysis
data. We observed that our method tended to misclassify some ARs. In the case of
the 2nd Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA-2)
reanalysis data, the typical failure modes are not different than for the CAM5.1 datasets.
Our method frequently produces false negatives in recognizing ARs in the MERRA-2 data.
It is known that the reanalysis data may have higher background noise and low-intensity
AR signals. That would result in higher frequency in the more active storm tracks, which
may explain the rapid drop-off in AR detection associated with this method. It is also
worth mentioning that our method excels at lower latitudes, where it identifies a relatively
larger number of ARs than most AR identification methods. As we noted before, our
method typically identifies fewer ARs than other methods used in the intercomparison.
What is more, the ARs identified by our method have shorter average durations than for
other AR identification methods.
In Chapter 4, we explored a pattern recognition method for classifying and localising
AB phenomena based on deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). We demonstrated
that the proposed method accurately detects AB phenomena in the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim) data. The proposed
CNN architectures tend to achieve better AB classification and localisation performances
in regions of the Northern Hemisphere (NH) than in regions of the Southern Hemisphere
(SH). That can be justified by the fact that AB phenomena are much more frequent in the
NH than in the SH. Moreover, ABs have important consequences on the weather of densely
populated areas of Europe and North America. That is why innumerable observational
data improve the ability of reanalysis product to represent ABs in the NH correctly. Fur-
thermore, we observed that the classification accuracy values fluctuated over time. This
variability in the values may be explained by the number of AB occurrences that is some-
times modulated by other periodic climate regimes, such as the North Atlantic Oscillation
[175, 176]. We also indicate that CNNs performance significantly increases for the architec-
tures with a large number of parameters for various regions on the globe. CNNs achieved
the lower estimation error of ABs localisation in regions of the NH than in regions of the
SH. That can be caused by two reasons. ABs tend to occur in certain longitudinal and lat-
itudinal localisation in the NH, and these phenomena often occur at slightly lower latitude
positions in the SH than in the NH. Moreover, the estimation error values are much higher
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in the Pacific Ocean region than in other regions. That could suggest that the reanalysis
product may have problems with correctly representing ABs spatial size because of the
vast extent of the Pacific ocean.
5.2 Responding to Research Questions
We formulated three main research questions. Each question consists of three sub-questions
described in Section 1.5.1. Below we respond to each of these questions in turn based on
the findings presented in Chapter 3 and 4:
• The dual-step method for AR pattern recognition based on topological data analysis
and machine learning can automatically discover regularities in raw climate data
to identify AR phenomena. This is the first such a method that uses topological
feature descriptors to characterise ARs. The method is complementary to other AR
identification methods. (RQ1: RQ1.a; RQ1.b, RQ2: RQ2.a)
• The experimental results indicate that the AR pattern recognition method can pro-
vide a new way of computing the climatological statistics of AR phenomena. (RQ1:
RQ1.b; RQ1.c)
• Topological feature descriptors used in our threshold-free feature extraction suc-
cinctly encapsulate the most important structural characteristics of ARs. Machine
learning model benefits from these topological descriptors that is demonstrated by
the high classification accuracy. (RQ2: RQ2.a; RQ2.b)
• The experimental results show that the performance of AR recognition methods is
sensitive to changes in spatiotemporal resolution of climate model simulation outputs,
i.e. the CAM5.1. (RQ2: RQ2.c)
• The hierarchical AB pattern recognition method based on state-of-the-art deep CNN
architectures can automatically extract and detect ABs in climate reanalysis data in
different regions over the globe. (RQ1: RQ1.a; RQ1.c)
• The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed CNN architectures achieve
better AB detection and localization performances in regions of the Northern Hemi-
sphere than in regions of the Southern Hemisphere. (RQ1: RQ1.b, RQ3: RQ3.a;
RQ3.b;)
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• The AB detection performance significantly increases for the deep CNN architec-
tures. In contrast, the estimation error of AB location significantly decreases in the
localisation task for the shallow CNN architectures. (RQ3: RQ3.c)
5.3 Lessons Learnt and Limitations
Here, we summarise lessons learnt and limitations while carrying out research on weather
phenomenon recognition:
• Modern pattern recognition methods can be complementary to heuristic identification
methods of weather phenomena. However, the abstract representation of weather
phenomena is learned by machine learning models, only limited understanding of the
mechanisms responsible for changes in weather phenomena can be provided.
• Classification results can be biased by the ground truth data produced by heuristic
(hand-crafted) identification methods using the threshold-based criteria to detect
weather phenomena, such as ARs and ABs.
• Collecting ground truth is one of the main challenges in weather phenomenon recog-
nition tasks. That is why designing protocols and platforms for hand-labelling cam-
paigns can be beneficial.
• Low-intensity AR signals and the existence of other events within the 2-D snapshots
can cause problems for topological descriptors to correctly summarise AR character-
istics.
• Our AR recognition method tends to better perform for low-resolution data. We spec-
ulate that this is because high-resolution simulations produce noisy spatial patterns
that mislead machine learning models more easily than low-resolution simulations.
• Deep CNN architectures are able to achieve high classification performance despite
a low number of instances. As the evidence, we observe that the values of evaluation
metrics, such as classification accuracy, significantly increase for deep CNNs with a
large number of parameters for various regions on the globe.
• The high estimation error of AB location measured by the mean percentage error in
the Pacific Ocean region suggests that the climate reanalysis data do not correctly
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represent ABs spatial statistics in the region. We hypothesise that this is caused by
climate reanalysis disability to represent atmospheric conditions at sufficient spatial
resolution.
5.4 Future Work
All the outcomes of studies presented in this thesis suggest that pattern recognition for
weather phenomena is a complex and challenging task. Our studies demonstrated that
providing knowledge of atmospheric phenomena, such as ARs or ABs, can be beneficial
for designing pattern recognition methods. Moreover, a vast amount of climate data are
rapidly growing with advances in high performance computing technology. That will re-
quire efficient and reliable post-processing in the future. For those reasons, there are several
research directions that these studies can be pursued in the future.
Characterising the influence of using different ground truth data on pattern recognition
methods performance could help understand biases in the training data and design weather
phenomenon recognition methods. That will allow the climate science community to un-
derstand the real capabilities of pattern recognition methods that are based on machine
learning and deep learning methods. However, that would be of interest to the climate
science community; there is a lack of labelled climate data to train these methods. To
overcome that limitation transfer learning between different weather phenomenon recog-
nition tasks could be investigated. For example, pre-trained machine learning methods on
one phenomenon recognition task can be applied to another recognition task.
Furthermore, the creation of annotation collection platforms is needed because there
is a large variance of weather phenomenon indices among hand-crafted weather identifi-
cation methods. Some weather phenomena are complicated to detect since they are very
complex; for instance, weather fronts [79]. The existence of the one absolute ground truth
is questionable, and it should be replaced by data collected from labelling campaigns, for
example, ClimateNet [177].
Testing weather phenomenon recognition methods on direct observations via satellite
images and coupled climate model simulations (e.g., CMIP5 [35] or CMIP6 [83]) could
help the climate community understand the difference in climatologies of various climate
models. Moreover, weather phenomenon recognition methods could be an objective metric
for evaluating both reanalysis products and climate models against observational data.
Exploring more advanced deep learning methods could facilitate analysis of ever-increasing
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climate datasets. For instance, developing 3D CNN architectures to identify weather phe-
nomena would help analyse more complex spatial climate data dependencies. Also, the
application of convolutional recurrent neural networks (e.g., CNN combined with LSTM
[78]) that explore spatiotemporal dependencies in climate data would possibly reveal more
about dynamical and statistical features of weather phenomena, such as AR and AB phe-
nomena.
Current machine learning approaches to weather pattern recognition provide novel and
powerful ways of accurately and efficiently identifying weather phenomena in climate data.
Nevertheless, machine learning neither obeys the fundamental laws of physical systems nor
incorporates domain knowledge. As a consequence, weather pattern recognition methods
do not generalise well to unseen scenarios. That is why the challenge of incorporating
atmospheric physics and domain knowledge into machine learning models still remains.
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